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ABSTRACT 
To improve the quality of the search result returned by the internet which makes users 
have to look through a huge amount of links for the real answers, we utilized the high 
quality links Google produces and the Information Retrieval technology to implement a 
Question Answering (QA) system. This system analyzes and downloads the text contents 
from the relevant web pages Google searches based on the users’ questions to build a 
dynamic knowledge collection; retrieves the relevant passages from the collection and 
sends the ranked passages back. The users can further refine their questions in the query 
refinement step for the better answers. A novel search strategy was designed to detect the 
semantic connections between the question and the documents. This answer retrieval also 
involves the TF-IDF algorithm and Vector Space Model for the document indexing. We 
have modified the original Cosine Coefficient Similarity Measurement to rank the 
candidate answers.  
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CHAPTER 1 
A Survey on Question Answering System 
Introduction 
As the internet is no longer an information search tool just for the researchers to search 
for the academic information, more and more casual users prefer to use web search 
engines to find the information they need in their daily life. Moreover, due to the fully 
accelerated technology development, both the professional researchers and the casual 
computer users are seeking for the answers which have the higher qualities but cost less 
efforts. However, the ordinary and traditional online web search engines are only able to 
offer the relevant and ranked webpage links as their search results to the users. The users 
then have to spend the extra time on browsing the related web pages these links lead to 
until they find the expected information. For example, if a user types the question “who is 
the current president of Canada” into Google, Google will give back about 318,000,000 
links in 0.32 seconds. This user is then overwhelmed by the huge number of links. The 
user will also be more confused because the top five pages do not offer the correct answer 
but first educate the user with the fact that there is no President but a Prime Minister in 
Canada. Base on this constantly happened example, a better answer search engine or 
system is highly needed to improve the users’ information searching experience.  
A Question Answering (QA) system is designed based on this motivation. Instead of 
feeding back the relevant web page links or the searched complete documents which 
require a deeper answer search to the users, an ideal QA system is able to answer the 
questions with the direct and correct answers. For the example mentioned above, the 
ideal QA system is expected to give back the answer which is similar to “Canada does 
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not have a President. The current leader of Canada, who is called the Prime Minister, is 
Stephen Harper”. The users then will be corrected and answered at the same time by this 
answer.    
There are basically three main components a QA system is usually comprised with. The 
first one is called question processing model. It is supposed to help the QA systems to 
“understand” the users’ questions. The second model is an answer matching model. The 
QA systems need it to retrieve the potential candidate answers according to the processed 
search queries produced by the first model. The last model is an answer validation model. 
This model should validate and rank those retrieved candidate answers and send parts of 
them back to the users in a certain order as the quality answers which will likely answer 
their questions. Those three models cooperate together by exchanging their internal 
process results to support a functioning QA system.       
This survey collects, organizes and summarizes the newest technologies and approaches 
from 60 published papers in the QA area in the last five year (2008-2012). The section A 
focuses about the new methodologies and technologies which improve the performances 
of the QA systems’ different components. The section B is introducing the different QA 
systems in the different fields with a more general view of each system’s overall 
performance.     
Section A. Methodologies and Technologies Implemented in QA Systems 
In this section, some of the updated methodologies and technologies which are 
introduced in the papers published in the last five years are summarized. Each of them is 
presented with the structure as the motivation, explanation and evaluation. Also, the 
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section A is distributed into three parts based on the three main tasks of QA systems: the 
question analysis, answer matching and answer validation. However, there are not 
perfectly clear boundaries among them because those three main system’s components 
which are sending and receiving some intermediate information with each other are 
highly integrated. Some algorithms and strategies the writers came up with serve more 
than one components. But we still tried to classify them as much as possible in this 
survey to present a clear and organized structure to our readers. 
1. Question Analysis     
For the QA systems, the very first task they should accomplish with is to understand what 
their users are asking about. The traditional way the systems offer to the users to express 
their questions is giving them some limited choices of the question expressions. Some of 
the systems allow the users typing terms with the logic operators: “AND”, “OR” and 
“NOT”. This kind of questions then will be analyzed by the logical algorithms to form 
the binary search queries for the QA systems to retrieve the answers. The researchers 
describe this procedural as a question processing. They claimed that unless the QA 
systems can successfully deal with the users’ questions in natural languages, they are still 
just processing them rather than understanding them. That is why Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) is the most popular technology in not only the QA systems but also 
other areas like the mobile phones, the artificial intelligence, etc which need to interact 
with human beings.  
The algorithms and strategies are introduced in this part in the order of first some newly 
updated approaches of the syntactic analysis and then the higher level theories such as the 
semantic analysis and other new strategies in the NLP area.    
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1.1 Noise Reduction and Keyword Searching      
A QA system named Short Messaging Service (SMS) is introduced by the authors in 
paper [1].The users can ask their questions by using their cell phone to send a short text 
message to the SMS server. This server then automatically analyzes the users’ questions 
and extracts the proper answers to send back to the users’ cell phone.  
Two steps of the query analysis are emphasized in this paper. One is based on reducing 
the “noise” existing in the users’ questions since the users type the message in natural 
languages. Once the server receives a query, it distributes each sentence into the different 
query tokens. Thus, the useless terms which are the noises in the sentences will be 
detected and eliminated. Furthermore, an algorithm called Longest Common 
Subsequence is used to make sure the noise reduction process is qualified and efficient 
while it is converting an original sentence into a noise-free search query. In other words, 
no valuable information should be missing after the noise reduction. 
Also, the traditional keyword matching is involved into the answer locating of this 
system. The SMS uses a link parser to extract the key words from the processed queries. 
Those key words are going to help the system find the relevant answers in the correct 
category from the document collection which has been properly classified already. 
1.2 WHY Questions   
Dealing the different types of questions with the appropriate strategies is a big challenge 
in the question analysis area. Among the different types of questions, the WHY questions 
are especially unique: they usually do not contain a formal definition or tractable 
keywords such as “name”,” date”, “located” which can be found in the WHAT, WHEN 
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and WHERE questions. Secondly, the answers to the WHY questions are usually 
distributed wider in the relevant documents than the HOW answers are. It is because the 
expected HOW questions’ answers are the instructions in the related documents. They are 
better organized and easier to be located than the WHY answers which are the 
explanations. Therefore, searching for the WHY answers requires the QA systems to be 
implemented with some more sensitive and critical algorithms.  
Unfortunately, most of the current QA systems do not perform well on the WHY 
questions based on the evaluations. Only the parts of the WHY answers can be 
recognized by the helps of some typical and mark-able key phrases such as: “the reason 
of”, “therefore”, “because of” in the document. The more causal and more implicit 
answers are unfortunately missed by the traditional answer retrieval strategies. Here, the 
traditional way to search for the WHY answers is manually pre-installing some typical 
question patterns to be prepared for the future questions’ processing. The relevant 
information from the database then is extracted and collected to form the final answers 
based on the matched and filled question pattern. However, the hand-craft question 
patterns do not cover all the questions the users are going to ask. Moreover, the ideal 
WHY answers the system need to produce should contain the expected causes required in 
the users’ questions. These are the challenges in WHY question answering.  
In paper [2], the authors present a corpus-based approach to improve the quality of the 
WHY answers. The more general and causal expression collection of the WHY questions 
were built based on an existing corpora. Each piece of expression was also marked for a 
better recognition. That was how these causal expressions of the WHY questions are 
automatically learnt and prepared by the system.  
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Moreover, the researchers were using the existing thesauri to measure the similarities 
between the question and the answers. Thus, the useful answers which contain some 
untypical keywords which are similar to the tracking terms are not missed anymore. The 
researchers also pre-set the pairs of standard expressions stores the causes and the 
corresponding effects which are the core elements in the WHY answers. If a pair of a 
query and a candidate answer does not have a high similarity measurement value but they 
are detected that they share the same pair of cause-effect expression, they are considered 
as holding a causal and valuable WHY question-answer relation between each other. And 
this answer definitely needs to be retrieved back to this question.  
Another approach the writers made was creating an answer ranking scheme for the 
system. This ranking scheme had been trained to be able to recognize the potential WHY 
answers. The training process starts with asking the scheme a testing question. The IR 
engine then is executed to retrieve a few relevant documents back based on the received 
question. The last step of this training is manually selecting all the correct answers among 
the retrieved documents. The selected answers then will be stored with the corresponding 
questions as the answering experiences which can be used in the real question answering.   
1.3 List Question  
Among the various types of questions the QA systems deal with, another unusual 
question type is the list question. The list questions request the QA systems feeding back 
a list of different and valid components to perform a complete answer. For example, the 
question “who were the prime ministers of Canada” apparently needs a list prime 
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ministers’ names as an ideal answer. Therefore, we define this kind of questions as the 
list questions.  
However, the list questions are usually not answered completely and efficiently in the QA 
system due the lack of the NLP ability. The users have to find the complete answer by 
manually collecting some valuable segments from not only the first retrieved candidate 
answers but also the multiple searching results if it is necessary. Base on this situation, a 
number of approaches including a website called Google Sets have been made by the 
researchers for intending to solve this problem. One of them is called Set Expander for 
Any Language (SEAL). SEAL is an expansion of the QA systems which works after the 
systems searches back the candidate answers. SEAL helps the systems produce a more 
complete answer for the users by further analyzing the original candidate answers. 
During this analysis, SEAL acquires more keywords from the answers and executes 
another answer search base on those new key words in order to search more information 
to complete the original answer.   
In paper [3], writers present some approaches based on SEAL. They have built up a 
component called Aggressive Fetcher (AF). AF receives the new key words talked above 
from the QA system’s first searching result and sets each two of them as a team to form 
some new search queries. Thus, if SEAL extracts n number of new key words from the 
original candidate answers, AF then produces n*(n-1)/2 new search queries to make sure 
each keyword will be retrieved equally for building a more complete answer.  
The researchers also came up a lenient extractor for SEAL. A lenient extractor only asks 
the system to search at least one new query at a time from the new query collection AF 
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produced. It avoids the situation that there are not enough sentences are retrieved leaded 
by searching the new formed queries together. It makes sure this advanced answer search 
retrieves more useful information that the system did not acquire at the first time.   
At last, the researchers found the key words which can be extracted from the original 
questions are also able to raise the quality of the SEAL search results. Thus, they created 
the Hinted Expansion (HE) to send the original key words from the users’ questions to 
SEAL. Those original key words will work as the hints with the new search queries 
produced by SEAL for a better context acquiring result.  
In their evaluation of using the SEAL expansion to answer a number of list questions 
from TREC 13, 14, 15, the targeted QA system’ list answers were 55% improved. 
According to this, they claimed that their approaches were useful for improving the 
quality of the list answers for the QA systems. 
1.4 Question Classification  
To correctly recognize the questions’ types, one of the most important components of the 
QA systems is the Question Classifier which conducts the task to classify the various 
questions into the different categories. It helps the QA systems produce the related 
answers by narrowing down the possible knowledge areas those candidate answers 
should be extracted from. However, it is also a big risk for the QA systems to take while 
classifying the questions. Once the received question is classified into a wrong category, 
it can be sure that the coming extracted answers will be totally irrelevant. Therefore, 
building up the explicit knowledge categories for successfully recognizing and 
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classifying the different questions is crucial for the QA systems before mapping the 
correct answers to the questions.   
In paper [4], the writers come up a “stand-alone rule-based” question classifier which 
detects the headword of a question and maps it into the corresponding knowledge 
category by using the WordNet. The WordNet stores abundant English terms and groups 
the terms which have the similar meaning. The detected headwords are not only those 
typical words such as “who”, “where” and “when” but also some identical terms which 
will help the systems have a clearer idea of which topics the received question describes 
about. Two main components were designed and implemented in this question classifier. 
A question pattern matcher is used to locate some specific questions. For example: the 
question “who is Benjamin Franklin” is mapped into the category of Human: Description. 
A rule-based question parser is another component to identify the headwords of the 
questions and maps them into the question classification based on the WordNet. For 
example: “Which counties produce Avocado” The word “Avocado” is detected and the 
system is then going to search the relevant information from the category of fruit.  
The researchers in this paper also use 60 rules to accomplish this question classifier. 
Those 60 rules help the classifier assign different questions into the correct categories. 
During the evaluation, the researchers found this question classifier provided an 87% 
precision by using the breadth-search strategy. Since the headword location was 
integrated with the pattern matcher and the question parser with the 60 advanced rules, it 
therefore performed better than the simple WordNet word mapping which offered 86.4% 
accuracy and 78.5% accuracy respectively.  
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1.5 Semantic Analysis  
As the development of the question analysis technology in the QA system, the syntactic 
analysis is not helpful enough anymore for producing the accurate answers. It is because 
the surface pattern which is another name of the syntactic pattern only connects the key 
words in the question and the answers. For example: the surface patterns such as 
“<NAME> invented <INVENTION> on <DATE>” is a query which needs to be 
answered by the sentence in a pattern structure of “<SCIENTIST> <INVENTION> 
<DATE>”.  
Although it has been approved that the surface patterns are effective and accurate, they 
still have a few of disadvantages. First of all, only the limited numbers of the question 
patterns have been stored into the QA systems. More various and specific patterns are 
needed to deal with the unpredicted human questions, even though this also leads to the 
result of increasing the processing time of the question analysis. For example, 
<PHYSICAL INVENTIONS> offers more information than the simple pattern 
<INVENTIONS>. 
Secondly, a syntactic pattern can only match to one of the topics of a received question 
due to its designed structure. For example, the question “who published the paper with 
the scientist invented the telephone” can only be matched with either the pattern 
<SCIENTIST> <PUBLICATIONS> or the pattern <SCIENTIST> <INVENTIONS>. 
Thus, the traditional pattern matching method cannot deal with the high distribution of 
the valid information in the question or the relevant documents. Moreover, if there are 
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multiple languages involved in the questions, the QA system is only able to deal with the 
one which is used in its question patterns.  
Therefore, in paper [5] and [6], the writers introduce their approaches which are aimed to 
solve some of these problems above. They imported the semantic information into the 
syntactic patterns in order to perform the semantic analysis to increase the accuracy of the 
questions analysis and the answer extraction. Thus, the labels in the question patterns also 
carry the semantic information with the machine-understandable format. Rather than 
concentrating on identifying the question types without using the question classifications, 
the researchers are focusing on generating the relations between the different semantic 
patterns to represent more questions’ meanings. They also came up the rule that “the 
instantiation level of a semantic label determines the semantic capacity of the patterns”.  
In other words, more specific a semantic label is, the more semantic information it holds. 
The syntactic patterns which contain the semantic labels must also be supported by the 
hierarchy concept structures. The basic hierarchy structures mean a group of similar 
words is represented together by a father (super) term. Thus, the semantic labels can 
match more relevant terms and information eventually based on their similar labels 
acquired from the hierarchy structure. Those supported patterns help the answer 
extraction by mapping the similar semantic content from the documents base on the 
semantic labels. The researchers in the paper [6] claim that the semantic patterns work in 
both the automatic and interactive QA systems. And they have built up a user interactive 
QA system to implement their approach as well.  
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Furthermore, the implemented user interactive QA system assigns the semantic 
information to the syntactic patterns manually by the users. In order to ask the qualified 
questions in this system, the users need to firstly choose the questions patterns offered by 
the system which usually starts with choosing the question types. The users can even 
create their own question patterns by following the instruction in case of they cannot find 
the ideal patterns to express their questions.  
Furthermore, based on the patterns the users chose, they will be asked to fill the blanks of 
the chosen patterns’ labels with the semantic information. After they create and submit 
their questions, the system locates the relevant answers according to those manually 
created semantic patterns and presents them back to users.   
Another similar question analysis strategy called question reformulation is represented in 
paper [7]. It is the core strategy of a reformulation-based QA system. It is about using the 
semantic constrains to increase the efficiency and accuracy of the answer searching.  
The reformulation-based QA system converts the questions into the system-
understandable queries. That is reason it is also called as a surface-pattern method. The 
semantic-based reformulation algorithm is about pre-processing the knowledge 
documents which were downloaded from the web pages and converting them into the 
pattern-based formats attached with some certain questions types. For example, the 
sentence “Ontario is the largest province population wise in Canada, and as of July 2009, 
the population of the whole province was 13,250,000 folks living there.” is processed by 
the system and a new pattern will be produced as <PROVINCE> <POPULATION> 
attached with the question type “How many”. Those question types are assigned by a 
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training corpus which contains the pairs of the typical questions and answers. Those pre-
processed knowledge is then stored in the database and waiting for the future matching to 
the new questions. If a question “how many people live in Ontario” is submitted by a 
user, this question will be analyzed and the key words “how many” will be detected to 
confirm the question type it is. The key words “people” and “Ontario” will also be 
matched to the knowledge pattern <PROVINCE> <POPULATION>. Thus, the processed 
knowledge mentioned above will be retrieved as a candidate answer to this question since 
they share the same pattern.  
Another problem is, due to the term weighting strategy and other basic information 
retrieval techniques used in the QA systems, the text terms in the documents and 
questions are processed and distributed separately. Thus, the question “Who is the first 
person invented cars?” never gets the answers which contain the word “vehicle”. This 
situation has been found as quite normal in the existing QA systems.  
In paper [8], the researchers come up with a new strategy by using the Language 
Modeling (LM) technique to improve the situation talked above. The LM technique aims 
at analyzing the syntactic and semantic meaning of each term and clustering them to form 
a better retrieval result. The original approach had been made for years by other 
scientists. But the researchers in this paper claim that it was difficult to estimate the 
relations between the different terms and use those relations into the term weighting 
scheme.  
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Therefore, they made some experiments to compare their new model to the original 
model and the result showed their model could help the sentence retrieval get a precision 
of 23.62% to 29.91% which was better than the original one did.      
In paper [9], a new Question Answering System which is named as Question Answering 
for Automatic Learning (QAAL) system is developed and introduced by the writers. This 
QA system is ontology-based system which means the information in the database is pre-
processed and stored with a highly structured format. It provides the answers to the users 
from the semantic view. 
Since the ontology methodology is used in the closed-domain QA systems in most of the 
cases, the writers in this paper believe the knowledge representation and the logic 
inference techniques are crucial to the efficiency of their QA system. Three main steps 
are explained in this paper: question analyzing, information retrieving and answer 
extracting. Among those steps, the question formalization is emphasized that this 
technique is based on a conversion mechanism for the usage of the ontology 
methodology. 
The first step of formalizing the questions written in a natural language is to collect some 
existing questions in different knowledge areas. These collected natural language 
questions then will be labeled with the annotations indicating the different categories they 
belong to. Thus, the QA system is able to create the different question patterns according 
to the collected and processed questions. The researchers made this achievement with the 
help of the Word Segmentation Process. This process can be also seen as the knowledge 
training process. Moreover, the QAAL system uses the Resource Description Framework 
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(RDF) data structure which helps the system work with the ontology methodology. Since 
the SPARQL is one of the RDF query languages, those question patterns the system 
created need to be transformed into the SPARQL form for the future question matching.   
During the evaluation of this QAAL system, the writers found this system worked well 
only with the predicated questions. This was not a surprising result since the question 
patterns are created based on the collected and prepared questions. The various natural 
language questions certainly need more flexible patterns to be processed with. As the 
result, the researchers claimed this was the disadvantage of their QA system which 
needed to be improved in the future.   
In paper [10], the writers are also focusing on utilizing the category information to match 
the queries to the relevant answers. For accomplishing that, several algorithms are 
involved to convert the questions which are written in the natural language format into 
some formal search queries which work well with a traditional IR model. The basic 
process steps of their QA system are introduced below: 
1. Receive a question written in a natural language from a user. 
2. Analyze all the sentences in this question and convert them into the predicate logic 
sentences.   
3. Convert those predicate logic sentences into a clause form. 
4. Base on the results generated by the step 2 and 3, acquire the useful semantic 
information from them. 
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5. Use the resolution and unification algorithm to retrieve the relevant documents stored 
in the database base on the extracted semantic information from the question. 
6. Measure the similarity between the query and those retrieved documents to evaluate 
the best answer. 
7. Feed those qualified candidates answers back to users.  
There are some important details need to be mentioned among those steps. For the step 2, 
the predicate logic converting algorithm identifies the subjects by removing all the 
unnecessary and disturbing terms such as “and”, “for” and “in” from the question 
sentences. The clause forming in the step 3 is aimed at converting the targeted question 
into a logic based chain structure for the further document retrieval.  
1.6 Question Templates 
Unfortunately, the technique which is dealing with the natural language questions the 
users type into the QA system has not been fully developed yet. There are still many 
misunderstandings about the users’ requests. The users’ satisfaction about the answers 
given back from the QA systems is still very low. While other researchers are keeping 
developing some better approaches of the NLP technology, the writers in paper [11] are 
trying to solve this problem by a novel strategy. Instead of using the syntactic and 
semantic analysis to understand the questions, they came up with a question template 
which was used to match the new questions.  
The question template was created based on a few close-domain QA systems. Those 
systems store the pairs of questions and the corresponding correct answers in some 
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specific areas based on their question answering experiences. The researchers then 
collected and imported them into their own open-domain QA system and pre-organized 
them into the relevant question categories. Once there is a new question asked by a user, 
the system automatically maps this question to some of those stored question templates 
and calculates the similarities between the received question and the mapped similar 
temples. The question template with the highest similarity score then will be picked up 
and its corresponding correct answer will be given back to the user as the answer to the 
question.  
The writers also installed this application into the mobile devices to test it in some 
specific consulting areas. The result was very outstanding: this QA system could 
“understand” 97.8% of questions it dealt with and the answers it gave back offered the 
accuracy of 82.4%.  
As a matter of fact, these figures were quite predictable since the prepared questions were 
stored with their correct answers in the system earlier before the test. In most of the cases, 
the correct answers were given back only when their corresponding question templates 
matched to the test questions. In other words, it made sure the system’s answers were 
perfectly correct as long as it marched the truly relevant question templates to the test 
questions. That is why the accuracy was higher than usual.  
However, with a long-term vision to consider this case, it actually did not solve the basic 
problem of the QA systems which is dealing with the variant and random questions 
written in natural languages. It still prepares a limited and static knowledge source for 
answering the users’ unlimited questions. Eventually, this system will be either having an 
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unacceptable long processing time with a huge question-answer collection or confused by 
more and more questions they have not been prepared before.   
2. Answer Matching   
In this part, the techniques about matching the relevant documents from the local 
document collections or online web pages and extracting the more specific candidate 
answers from those searched documents are represented. As a matter of fact, the answer 
matching techniques are not working as an independent component in the QA systems. 
Other components such as the query formalization which is also called the question 
processing and the answer ranking also cooperate with the answering matching 
component deeply. In other words, the answer matching model can receive the relevant 
information and produce more accurate answers if and only if other related QA systems’ 
components accomplish their tasks. Therefore, in this part of the answering matching, 
there are still some other components involved and mentioned to offer a clearer view of 
the answer matching process.  
2.1 Ontology Methodology 
For a better understanding of the natural language written questions and a higher quality 
of the candidate answers, the ontology methodology is used widely in the different QA 
systems as the core strategy for analyzing the questions and searching the correct 
answers. There are basically two types of the ontology: domain ontology and upper 
ontology. The domain ontology which is also named as domain-specific ontology only 
offers a specific domain which contains limited topics or classes and the relations among 
those classes to represent the stored knowledge. For example: the scientific publication 
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domain may have several classes such as the name of the paper, the scientist’s 
information, the institutions’ names, etc. Those different classes work together to store 
the relevant information to present a complete scientific publication information 
database. The domain ontology is usually used as storing the annotations of the terms in a 
specific field and then analyzing the natural language written questions based on those 
annotations. The Upper ontology such as WordNet and OpenCyc focuses on some 
concepts in the unlimited areas. Thus, the upper ontology covers more topics than the 
domain ontology does.  
Overall, the objectives of using the ontology in the QA systems are creating a practical 
dictionary for each certain domain and mapping the questions to the relevant answers 
together based on that dictionary.  
In paper [12], the writers introduce a special ontology called QALL-ME ontology which 
is about the tourism domain. Specifically, it focuses on the static tourism information like 
the hotel reservation and the event promotion rather than the dynamic information such 
as the trip scheduling. Moreover, QALL-ME is claimed has a larger coverage which 
means it contains more tourism websites’ and festival events’ information than others 
systems do. Since it deals with the online information of the hotels and flights websites, it 
was designed with the Web Ontology Language (OWL) which is the most recently 
updated ontology language. Therefore, more classes and relations are involved to 
represent the valuable information and they make this QA system more complicated.  
Furthermore, the QALL-ME ontology is also mapped to some upper ontology to 
exchange the information for a broader coverage. The traditional similarity measurements 
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are used to locate the relevant words between those two types of ontology to accomplish 
this mapping process.         
Overall, the QA systems are able to easily match the analyzed questions and answers 
together according to the definition of the ontology: it formally creates the conceptual 
representations of some relevant knowledge and their relations in a specific domain. 
However, the biggest problem which has been slowing down the development of the QA 
systems is the various natural languages the users use to express their demands. 
Understanding and translating those questions are very difficult and complicated. In 
paper [13], the writers present some approaches to reduce the gap between the questions 
and the knowledge.  
User Query Formulation (UQF) database is one of their main approaches. The 
researchers analyzed some existing questions by collecting and clustering them together 
into the same domains before receiving the users’ questions. Having those clustered 
questions in the database helps to deal with the new coming questions by matching them 
with the stored questions. During the question matching, if there are two questions 
sharing the same topic but they are written in different expressions, the system is able to 
detect the common topic and use this captured domain information in the coming answer 
extraction. The last step of the matching process is a semantic deduction between the new 
received question and the similar one stored in the database.  
After an ontology-based QA system finishes analyzing the natural language questions, 
there will be more than one model in the system working on the next answer mapping 
process. Especially in the open-domain QA systems, more models are applied to be used 
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for attracting the better answers from the large knowledge domains. In most of cases, the 
multiple-model processing strategy is used to execute those models separately and 
receive back the different analyzed results. The QA systems then combine those internal 
results carefully to form the retrieved candidate answers.     
In paper [14], the writers claim that this multiple-model processing strategy sometimes is 
not efficient since some straight forward questions such as “who is Barack Obama” do 
not need a complete and sophisticated answer retrieval process to get the correct answer. 
Furthermore, for some QA systems which are manually applied with some models still 
require the developers to have a deep understanding of the targeted knowledge area to be 
able to tune these models later. Therefore, those QA systems should only be the closed-
domain systems to avoid of dealing with the overwhelming great amount of information 
with several sophisticated processing models. Also, manually applied models require 
another huge amount of efforts for the updating or maintaining. Therefore the writers in 
paper [14] present some approaches to invoke each model in a QA system separately and 
conditionally. They found their strategy which routes queries with the chosen models 
saved their QA system 27.2% efficiency and improved 10.5% effectiveness. 
The Business Intelligence (BI) applications allow users using their queries to acquire 
some valuable information to help themselves make their business decisions. All the 
information is analyzed and stored in a Data Warehouse (DW). The DW combines the 
information from the different databases and the business data with the various formats. 
Nowadays, a new type of data which is described as the unstructured data is becoming 
the main data we process with. It is a new challenge because the DW used to utilize the 
traditional IR technique to only deal with the structured data. Since the IR techniques 
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only search back the related documents, using the m to process the unstructured data will 
lead the result that the users will have to spend more time on reading the retrieved 
documents which contain the unstructured data and finding the expected answers. 
Clearly, the unstructured data requires the system be updated some new IR strategies.         
In paper [15], the researchers integrated their QA system with the DW to produce a better 
search result on the unstructured data. To accomplish their goal, they chose the ontology 
methodology. Not like other approaches which use the ontology only for understanding 
the users’ questions and extracting the relevant information from the database, the 
researchers used the information from both the DW and the received questions to label 
some extra concepts to serve for the detected domain searching. For example: the users 
use a BI application to search for the lowest price of a flight with a certain departure date. 
The QA system will search the weather temperature on that specific day and the BI will 
analyze this weather information with the regular prices and the sales in different 
companies from different database to predict the lowest price the users can get.  Thus, the 
weather information, the deals of the flights is the extra information serving for the 
prediction of the future fight.  
2.2 User Interactive Answer Matching  
One of the development branches of the NLP technology in the QA area is the Interactive 
Question Answering (IQA) development. The IQA conducts some text dialogues to 
enable the users getting more involved with the query forming and the answer mapping 
processes. The users can set more search constrains to their queries by answering some 
instructive questions asked by the QA systems. Thus, the dialogue designing is very 
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crucial to the IQA systems. Nowadays, the IQA technique is more likely being used in 
some online self-service websites such as the flights booking and restaurants searching 
websites.  
One of the most important issues the IQA technique faces is how many questions a QA 
system should ask to its users to get enough search constraints for constructing the valid 
and robust queries. Clearly, the number of questions which are asked during the users’ 
searching experience affects the answer search efficiency and the quality of candidate 
answers [16].   
This considered fact is also affected by the different devices which are integrated with the 
IQA technique. As the mobile devices are becoming more and more popular and smaller, 
embedding the IQA system into the different mobile devices depends on different 
situations. For the GPS service in the vehicles, the writers of paper [16] noticed that it 
always involved a lot of the users’ input noises and this service should not over disturb 
the drivers while they are driving. Therefore, the IQA on the GPS should be simplified on 
its interaction step. It should also be able to eliminate the unintentional input noises from 
the users. On another hand, the personal computers or other devices at home are assumed 
with the larger screens and the better user interfaces. The IQA technique in those devices 
can be optimized and allowed to have more dialogue models to deeper process the users’ 
queries.    
However, one of the problems the different IQA techniques are having in common is that 
their users sometimes are confused by the query refinement step. They are overwhelmed 
that they have to consider both the refinement decisions and the ultimate results to make 
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the appropriate revisions. This situation usually leads to a result that the users set too 
many constraints that the searching results are either too small or not even existing. 
In paper [17], the writers tend to perform a relaxation process on the searching queries 
which has been attached with the customized constrains by utilizing a content optimizer. 
The content optimizer accomplishes the relaxation task by modifying the values of the 
constraints. Sometimes it even just eliminates one of constrains in order to help the 
system retrieve more candidate answers to the users. As a matter of fact, this constrain 
relaxation is made based on the ontological relationships. For example, relaxing “the 
brand of Benz” restraint on a query means to delete it or replace it with its super class 
such as “German cars” which is stored in the vehicle-brand concept of the domain 
ontology.  
Moreover, a linear constraint can be relaxed by adjusting its variables’ values. 
Specifically, the content optimizer relaxes a binary constraint by reassigning it with a 
reverse value. For example, the binary search query “cook AND pizza NOT Italian” may 
not retrieve enough information about how to cook a pizza. It is because the most of 
pizza recipes are involved with the term “Italian”. Therefore, the content optimizer can 
relax this binary constrain by replacing the operator “NOT” with the “AND” in order to 
help the query retrieve more pizza recipes.      
The another job of the content optimizer is counting the amount of retrieved candidate 
answers and producing a proper threshold to only show a reasonable number of results to 
the users to view. For example, if a user searched for a Spanish restaurant for a dinner, 
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the system will only show the top 10 restaurants which are qualified to user’s constraints 
instead of feeding back all of the qualified restaurants’ information. 
2.3 Conceptual Graph Formalism  
In paper [18], the writers present their QA system which is the implementation of a novel 
strategy called Conceptual Graph Formalism (CGF) to match the relevant answers to the 
users’ “What”, “When”, “Where”, “Who” and “How” questions. Similar with other QA 
systems which were designed in the last 5 years, this QA system is also accomplished 
with the syntactic and semantic analysis based on the VerbNet and the WordNet.  
In the CGF theory, the Authors believe that each pair of question and the correct answer 
has its own conceptual graph representation. Those conceptual graphs are generated by 
some carefully designed formulas and will be used into the question answer matching 
process by a projection operator.  
For the details, this QA system firstly splits the potential documents into the sentences 
and uses the NLP technique to parse those sentences in to several tokens. For each 
sentence, the system maps its each token to the different concepts categories using the 
WordNet ontology. Then, it creates the conceptual relations between each mapped token 
according to their syntactical relations to get a conceptual graph for the whole sentence. 
Furthermore, this QA system uses the sentence connector to also build up the conceptual 
relations between the different sentences and produce the ultimate conceptual graph of a 
whole document eventually. This ultimate conceptual graph is the result of the document 
analysis. It represents the information contained by each document and will help the 
projection operator match the users’ questions to the related document.  
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The result the researchers received from their experiments in this paper emphasizes the 
importance of the syntactic and semantic relations between each sentence for the answer 
retrieval. They have been proved that their approach works better than the key word 
matching. They have helped the QA system understand and map the better answers to the 
questions.  
2.4 Reasoning   
In paper [19], the QA system is built base on a strategy called Case-Based Reasoning 
(CBR). The CBR is about answering the users’ questions by searching the similar 
questions which have already been solved and stored with the corresponding answers in 
the database before. Thus, the CBR technique requires a large scale of the historical case 
database. Also, the techniques such as the automatic segmentation, the question similarity 
calculation are still the main procedurals in this system. The writers claim in the paper 
that their system has higher accuracy and efficiency based on their experiments. 
As introduced above, the CBR as the core technology mainly depends on the experiences 
of the QA systems. Therefore, each solved case is stored into the corresponding 
categories based on the domain analysis. The basic procedurals of this QA system are 
shown below: 
a. Input the query.  
b. Analyze the queries: parse the questions, locate their key words. 
c. Use the keyword search strategy to match some solved cases in the database to the 
received query. 
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d. Rank the candidate solved cases by calculating the similarities between the query and 
those cases. 
f. Determine the value of the calculated similarity of each candidate case with a certain 
threshold indicating whether those existing cases are qualified to be shown back to the 
users.  
g. If there are qualified cases, then show them to users. Otherwise, execute the full-text 
search module which performs a basic keyword search based on the original query. 
This backup plan makes sure the system always answers the users’ questions. 
2.5 Data Region Matching    
For neither the open-domain nor the close-domain QA systems, building up an answer 
catalogue to store some existing correct answers is not easy. The way that distributes the 
different knowledge into the different categories affects the systems efficiency and 
answer accuracy directly. In other words, if the catalogue is not well designed or the 
distribution process is not perfectly correct, the QA systems will match some completely 
wrong answers to the questions. Thus, in paper [20], the authors present an open-domain 
QA system based on the catalogue of Wikipedia which is the largest online 
encyclopaedic question answering community. Furthermore, the writers also invented a 
dialog-based user interface as a virtual agent to interact with the users in Germany.  
Their evaluations showed that their QA system provided 44% accuracy which proved that 
the catalogue created based on Wikipedia is useful and accurate. This catalogue improved 
the performing of this QA system.    
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Another data region marching QA system is the computer-based system in paper [21]. It 
is because this system is able to identify the regions of the data set based on the regions’ 
annotations. Once the targeted data region is located in the database base on the users’ 
queries, the system shows the details of this region to the users and also some potential 
answers from the same region. The users will also be asked to give the feedbacks to the 
system for helping it change or narrow down the searching regions. 
2.6 Data Template Matching  
Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a standard and popular model for the data 
interchange through the Web. The RDF merges the different data together without 
considering whether their underlying schemas are different or not. The merged data set is 
named as the RDF data. In paper [22], the writers come up a new way to retrieve the RDF 
data using data templates. 
Comparing with the current QA Systems in the whole industry, most of them utilize the 
similarity measurements to process the users’ questions and distribute those questions 
into the different question patterns. Then they match those patterns with the related 
documents stored in the database to retrieval the expected RDF data stored in those 
searched documents. However, due to complexity of natural languages, the question 
patterns in some cases do not work well to represent the meaning the users are trying to 
express. Some regular questions like “which city is the capital of Canada” works fine 
with the pattern representation. Other “non-traditional” questions like “which university 
has more than three presidents coming from” confuse the systems and they will probably 
be distributed into the wrong patterns. Clearly, the more restrictions involved into a 
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question, a higher intelligent processing method is needed for the question analysis. 
Therefore, the authors were trying to solve this problem by designing a template called 
SPARQL template. They claimed this data template can directly indicate the internal 
structure of the users’ natural language questions. In this paper, they claim that their 
approach decreases the users’ answer searching time. The users do not have to pay the 
extra attentions on the grammars and vocabularies used in their questions. It has also 
been proved that this data template improves the quality of the retrieved answers.  
2.7 Passage Retrieval 
Passage retrieval is an important step of the QA systems. The systems use the input 
questions as the search queries to search the relevant passages in the stored documents 
and send the qualified passages back to the users as the candidate answers. However, in 
most of the cases, lots of the irrelevant paragraphs are also sent back to the users because 
they contain the common words which occur in the questions as well.  
This result is the side effect of simply using the key word search strategy to retrieve the 
related answers. The QA systems retrieve the passages without checking the syntactic 
structure and the expected topic between the received question and the searched answers. 
For example, when users are asking the question “who is Jason Mraz”, they expect some 
answers whose topic is an introduction of a person. Thus, the expected topic the QA 
system needs to use to determine the relevant passages is <person>.  
In paper [23], the researchers implement this topic retrieval approach in their QA system. 
The questions’ syntactic and semantic structures are analyzed in order to acquire the 
correct topics. Unfortunately, instead of getting an expected high precision from the 
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searching results, they found their approach did not extraordinarily improve the search 
results. Due to the immaturity of the syntactic and semantic analysis, there were still 
some misunderstandings on the topic extractions. But the researchers still believe this 
approach theoretically works well. As long as they have a better strategy of the topic 
location, they will have a better answer retrieval result.   
3. Answer Validation  
The quality of the answers the QA systems produce is the most crucial factor which 
affects the users’ answer searching experience. The question validation is the last 
procedural to evaluate the candidate answers which are about to send back to the users. 
Therefore, the question validation is getting more and more attentions in the QA system 
development. However, there is still not a mature and efficient strategy to check the 
retrieved answers especially in the open-domain QA systems. This is because an open-
domain QA system usually has a larger knowledge database and deal with more 
information during the answer retrieval. Moreover, for the systems which classify the 
potential knowledge into the different categories, it is impossible to accomplish this 
knowledge classification perfectly. Thus, we need a more dynamic answer validation 
strategy to determine the real potential answers.    
In paper [24], the researchers are trying to combine three different answer validation 
methods together to get the better search results. The first method is utilizing a static way 
to check the question type on those potential answers. Only the answers which are the 
same type with the question will be considered as qualified. For example: for the “WHO” 
questions, it is clear that only the answers which describe persons are the expected 
answers the systems should look for. And those answers should be the only qualified 
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candidates pass the validation procedural. The second method is also a static method 
which compares the topics between the question and the retrieved answers. After 
successfully locating the main topic in the question, the method calculates the 
occurrences of the detected topic in each candidate answer. A higher occurrence of the 
topic in a detected answer indicates a better answer quality this answer serves. The last 
method relies on Wikipedia. Wikipedia offers a classic and sophisticated strategy to 
determine the answers type. Researchers used this feature to help their system identify the 
correct answers.  
Furthermore, the researchers combined the evaluation values produced from those three 
methods to have a complete view about each candidate answer. They claimed that their 
strategy gave back a satisfied result. However, this approach only collaborates with other 
answer validation techniques. It is not able to locate a correct answer by itself.  
In paper [25], the researchers compare two different classification methods of the answer 
validation. One is bases on a traditional way which is using the precision and the recall 
formulas together to formulate a new answer quality measurement called F-measure. 
Another one is using the analysis of Receiver Operation Characteristic (ROC) space 
summarized in Area under the Curve (AUC) scalar value measurement.  
Both of those two measurements are based on the binary classification which means there 
is only one value indicating the status of a candidate answer: correct or incorrect.  In this 
paper, the writers compare those two measurements and the result is quite successful. 
They found the F-measure worked more stable than the AUC measurement during the 
experiments. Also, the F-measure was more discriminative for detecting the correct 
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answers. However, the authors indicated that those results did not prove that F-measure 
was a complete better choice. It still depends on the different QA systems and the users it 
is tested with. If the users are looking for a measurement with a stable processing ability 
which produces some obvious results, then they will feel more comfortable using the F-
measure. However, there are still some extraordinary futures of the AUC measurement. It 
is less sensitive to the changes of the answer collection. Thus, the AUC measurement is 
more useful to acknowledge in the same way with both the correct and the incorrect 
answers.    
Section B Presentations of QA Systems 
In section B, more than 30 new QA systems are introduced. The papers presenting those 
QA systems are more concentrating on the overall performance of a complete QA system 
than the system core strategies and the new approaches. This is also the main difference 
between the section A and B. Here, the QA systems are summarized and organized as 
much as possible based on their different device environments, processing languages and 
various usages. The last part of this section is named as “other QA systems” which is 
representing some valuable and interesting ideas in the QA area. They are hard to be 
classified into any categories but still worthy to be viewed.   
1. Biology QA System 
In paper [26], the writers present a survey about the biomedical information QA systems. 
Due to the great developments and demands in the biomedical area, research in the 
corresponding domain QA systems has never been this popular. However, answering the 
correct answers to the questions is even more crucial than other QA systems since the 
questions seek the academic knowledge in the health care area.  
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Therefore, the researchers in this paper point out there are quite a few differences 
between the close-domain QA system and the open-domain QA system which affect the 
design of the biomedical QA systems. They found that the close-domain QA systems 
better deal with some specified knowledge areas and retrieve the deeper information for 
the knowledge resource than the open-domain QA systems do.  
Another fact needs to be considered in the system designing is the special characteristic 
of the biomedical-domain QA systems. This kind of systems more likely receive some 
un-professional questions for their users than other systems do since the biomedical 
knowledge is more professional and difficult to understand. Thus, dealing with the bigger 
gap between the non-expert users’ questions and the professional documents is the 
biggest challenge of developing such systems. Unfortunately, besides the ordinary 
techniques such as the NLP and the IR technologies, the important utilities of the logic 
representation and the inference mechanism have not attracted more attentions from the 
researchers in this area.           
2. Monolingual and Multilingual QA Systems 
The languages are the key points to a QA system. The questions asked by the users, the 
documents stored in the database and the retrieved answers sent back to the users are all 
written in one or more particular languages. Furthermore, the different branches of the 
languages have their own features that only the corresponding professional language 
users are able to process with. Therefore, the researchers from different countries are 
making their own efforts in their QA systems using their own languages. Some 
multilingual QA systems are also designed for sharing the knowledge written in the 
different languages due to the information globalization.   
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2.1 English Language QA System 
In paper [27], the writers introduce a QA system developed by them which focuses on an 
approach of extracting the exact answers from some relevant documents to the questions. 
The language they were dealing with is natural English. The core technique which is used 
in their system is called pattern learning. More details of it will be explained below.   
First of all, the input question is separated into several independent terms. Those terms 
are then stored into an array and will be processed base on their original order. By the 
help of this term order, the QA system is able to detect the different syntactic components 
in this question. For example: if the system detects a subject component in the question, 
then the next following component will probably be a verb or an adjective. In the 
meantime, all those high-frequency words such as “in”, “at”, “on”, etc. will be eliminated 
from the term array because they are useless for understanding this question.  
Before the processed term array is converted into a clause in which the detected syntactic 
components will be connected with some logic operators, there is one more algorithm 
called Unification algorithm to further process this sentence. This algorithm finds the 
simplest substitution to convert two similar terms into one. This step simplifies the term 
array before the answer matching. Thus, this term array is carefully simplified and 
converted into a logic clause. The QA system uses this formal query to match the relevant 
information from the database separately to each component in the clause. Then those 
retrieved information segments will be combined together based on the question’s 
analyzed syntactic structure to form an exact and complete answer to the users.       
2.2 Chinese Language QA System 
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In paper [28], a closed-domain Chinese cuisine QA system is introduced. It uses the 
question classification technique to narrow down the relevant candidate answers. It also 
determines the appropriate strategy to extract the answers from the documents. In this QA 
system, the researchers also designed a question catalogue based on the core information 
the users’ questions carries. It is similar with the document classification technique. 
Without having the situations that the QA system is confused by the questions due to the 
lack of context information, this restricted-domain system has been successfully designed 
debased on the Chinese cuisine. The input question is first determined as which question 
type it is by the production rules. Then it is matched with the filtering rules according to 
its domain attribute. If the matching is not successful, a deeper secondary classification 
will be executed base on the machine learning method. The designers of this QA system 
found that building up the question taxonomy and setting up the question classification 
rules are the most challenging parts of their works due to the features involved in the 
cooking area.  
2.3 Germany Language QA System 
The authors in paper [29] design a QA system named LogAnswer. LogAnswer is an 
Internet-based German language system. This means LogAnswer acquires the necessary 
knowledge from the Internet. The writers claimed that they had successfully integrated 
the AI, NLP, machine learning, knowledge representation and automated theorem 
proving techniques in their system. Moreover, they came up a machine learning approach 
which deals with Wrong Answer Avoidance (WAA) problem. They have accomplished 
this approach by adding a term-based classifier and a dictionary which stores all WAA 
featured terms in their system. Once there is a wrong answer which is accidently searched 
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based on a question, the classifier will be able to detect this answer and its identical terms 
by the help of the WAA dictionary and stop it from being presented back to the users.   
The InSicht in paper [30] is a another German language question answering system 
which has been updated and integrated with several new techniques including a deep 
answer producer, a shallow question producer and a logical answer validator. It has also 
been implemented with a parser to analyze the natural langue questions. This parser 
firstly processes questions based on a semantic representation. Later on, it gives the 
inferences and attaches them on those representations. Those representations then are 
ready to be matched with the relevant answers. Furthermore, InSlicht is not only able to 
search for the knowledge written in Germany; it also has been proved that it works with 
English and Spanish documents in the database as well. 
2.4 Arabic Language QA system 
As one of the written languages in the knowledge resources and the search queries, 
Arabic language is not popular in neither the NLP technique nor the QA areas. However, 
in paper [31], the researchers are highly emphasizing the significant influence of the 
Arabic QA techniques’ developments. They introduced a system called DefArabicQA. 
This system answers the definition questions which are also known as the “What” 
questions in Arabic. 
Here are the basic steps of DefArabicQA: analyze the questions by using the question 
patterns; retrieve the relevant passages from the web resource; identify the candidate 
answers with some pre-learned answer patterns; rank those potential answers and feed 
them back to the users. Apparently, both the question and answer patterns are made based 
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on Arabic. They contain some special features comparing with the English patterns to 
better detect Arabic.  
2.5 Slovene Language QA System  
In paper [32] a close-domain QA system with the knowledge written in Slovenian is 
presented by the writers who developed this system. Like other languages in the world, 
Slovenian language’s features gave a hard time to the researchers to process the questions 
and retrieve the answers. Therefore, the writers claimed that their system is able to only 
partly solve some language difficulties of Slovenian. Moreover, this QA system was 
designed for the students to ask their academic schedule questions. It was aimed at 
releasing some pressures of the campus faculties.  
Moreover, this QA system has a local knowledge database in which a small amount of 
knowledge has been pre-processed with the knowledge representation methodology. It 
also keeps an access to the internet to acquire the information from the semantic web 
pages. The writers mentioned that their system was capable for adding a dialog user 
interaction component for a better answer quality. Specially, they have set up two 
separate interfaces for both the users and the administrators. This allows the developers 
porting and training the new knowledge and the patterns without editing the code. 
2.6 French Language QA system  
Finding in Documents Justifications and Inference (FIDJI) is an open-domain QA system 
in French. The researchers who created FIDJI have integrated the syntactic analysis and 
the traditional QA techniques in this system. For the details, the named entity recognition 
and the term weighting strategy are the traditional technologies talked here. The writers 
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in paper [33] introduce their approach which is aimed at accomplishing the same task 
FIDJI originally does but without accomplishing the heavy knowledge pre-processing 
task with a huge document collection.  
In FIDJI, the question written in French is firstly analyzed and decomposed into the 
keywords, answer type and extended answer type by the syntactic analysis. The keywords 
then are used to locate 100 relevant documents in the database. Those 100 documents 
then are processed into the syntactic analysis and the named entity tagging until they are 
distributed as separate targeted sentences. Those sentences should contain the highest 
number of the common keywords with the questions. Then they are uniformed according 
to the syntactic relations and transformed into the candidate answers. Finally, an 
evaluation is executed according to the answer type acquired from the question at first 
step to determine if those candidate answers are valid or not. Only qualified answers are 
sent back to the users to be viewed.   
2.7 Macedonian Language QA System 
In paper [34], the researchers focus on a particular language: Macedonian in the QA 
systems. Since they believe that the different languages have their own features which 
should be fully aware in the system development, they have carefully created an 
appropriate test collection for evaluating the performance of the Macedonian QA 
systems.  
They used their test collection to test the vector space model, a traditional model works 
for the similarity measurement, with the pivoted document length normalization. The 
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results showed that this text collection is able to properly evaluate the performances of 
the Macedonian QA systems with the multiple test questions. 
2.8 Romanian Language QA System 
For Romanian language, there is a QA system called RACAI’s QA system which is 
introduced and explained in paper [35]. It is a pattern-based system with a Boolean 
searching engine. The document collection is from Wikipedia in Romanian. Those 
documents have been pre-processed by decomposing them into the different tokens and 
tags. RACAI has two sub-systems. Sub-system A utilizes some traditional strategies to 
analyze the questions and convert them into the formal search queries. It distinguishes the 
noun phrases which create the content words and the noun phrases which follow after the 
content words. Different from the sub-system A, the sub-system B uses the Lex-Par [36] 
to acquire a dependency linkage which determines the topic of a question. This 
procedural is based on the grammatical patterns which form a dependency chain to 
represent the meaning of the processed question. The writers of this paper claim that 
RACAI with these two subsystems performs overall 30% accuracy and they find it was 
working well particularly for answering the definition questions.   
2.9 Dutch Language QA System 
A close-domain Dutch language QA system called Joost is introduced in paper [37]. Joost 
answers the questions in the topics of navigations and pictures. It deals with monolingual 
Dutch and multilingual English to Dutch questions. For analyzing the questions, it has 
been attached with a question parser called Alpino [38]. Alpino is designed for parsing 
the documents and sentences particularly in Dutch. The answers are then mapped by the 
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question patterns produced by Alpino with the syntactic dependency relations. The 
syntactic similarity is also calculated between the question and the potential sentences to 
rank the candidate answers. Another special function Joost has is saving the correct 
answer and question pairs off-line for the future similar questions.  
More specifically, the XML-version Wikipedia in Dutch is pre-processed and stored as 
the documents collection. During the document processing, the researchers only saved 
the documents which were about the navigations and the pictures into its database and 
distributed those documents into the title, main body and list for building up the 
information retrieval index.  
For query formalization, Joost utilizes two strategies to deal with the natural language 
questions. It firstly converts the questions into the search queries based on their key 
words. Those keywords will also be weighted with a genetic algorithm. Secondly, there is 
a procedure called query expansion. It is executed for constructing a more robust query. 
During this step, two methods: global method and local method are used to find the 
relevant terms for expanding the question. In the last, at most 10 new keywords will be 
added on the original question to retrieve less but more correct answers.     
2.10 Multilingual QA System    
In paper [39], the writers test their Basque QA system Ihardetsi with three different 
languages: Basque, English and Spanish. They first used a machine translation system to 
translate the English and Spanish questions into Basque and then tried to answer them. 
For the question analysis, the writers utilized the question classification strategy to locate 
the keywords and the time information in the users’ questions. As a cross-lingual system, 
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Ihardesti did not perform well enough answering the test questions in different languages 
other than Basque. It is because some valuable information was lost during the machine 
translation step due to the different language structures.   
In paper [40], an open-domain system called PowerAnswer QA system is integrated with 
a static machine translation engine for the multilingual question answering. As a qualified 
QA system which is capable for integrating and managing with different processing 
models, PowerAnswer is claimed as a fully-modular and distributed multi-strategy QA 
system. It has been attached with several powerful components such as: semantic 
relations, inference abilities and syntactically constrained lexical chains. In the meantime, 
the translation engine was defined as the open-source Phramer system [41]. It exploits a 
phrase-based machine translation algorithm for dealing the questions in different 
languages.  
When PowerAnswer is dealing with the questions in English, French and Portuguese, it 
translates the input queries into English and matches the relevant English passages to this 
translated query. Then those English passages are retrieved back to the source documents 
and search the final answers for the users.       
3. Medical QA System 
In paper [42], the authors claim that dude to the requirement of the high quality medical 
topic information, the clinic-domain question answering systems need to be 
accomplished with the higher level techniques rather than the simple syntactic analysis. 
Thus, the semantic information should be imported carefully into those systems. Based 
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on this realization, they presented a question classification strategy for the clinic domain 
QA systems. 
Different from the ordinary question classification strategies, the researchers used a 
semantic categorization scheme to determine the questions’ type again after the questions 
are simply classified based on their key words such as “HOW”, “WHY”, etc. They 
created four levels of the questions categories. The first level is based on the semantic 
relations detected in the questions. For example: the keyword “symptom” will lead the 
detected question to a specific category. The second level of the question classification 
focuses on the semantic classes’ types. For example: the key word “transfusion”. The 
third level depends on how specific the question is. It has only one logical factor with the 
value of yes or no as the indicator of the analysis result. The fourth level determines 
whether this question considers a particular situation. Thus, it is either general or 
contextual. This re-classification procedural performs a better questions analysis 
specifically on the close-domain knowledge such as the clinical questions in our case.    
Another clinic question answering system is made and introduced in paper [43]. The 
writers named their system as AskHERMES. The main task of AskHERMES is 
semantically analyzing the complicated and professional clinical questions and giving 
back the correct and summarized answers.  
A few professional document collections are involved: MEDLINE abstracts, PubMED 
Central full-text articles, eMedicine documents, clinical guidelines and Wikipedia 
articles. They are the knowledge resource of AskHERMES and providing the correct and 
professional information to the users. 
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As the evaluation of their clinic-domain QA system, the writers compared AskHERMES 
with the Google search engine and the UPTODate clinical database system based on the 
quality of the produced candidate answers, the system processing time and the users’ 
using experience. The result of this comparison showed that AskHERMES offered an 
overall satisfied performance. It apparently had its advantages when dealing with the 
complicated clinical questions. AskHERMES gave the better answers to those questions.      
Furthermore, in paper [44], the researchers presented a system which offers the decision 
supports for the doctors’ medical diagnosis and treatments based on the medical 
knowledge. This system is mainly made of three models: an input model, an output 
model and a question answering model. The input is the description of patient’s 
individual situation. This information will be converted into the formal search queries to 
seek for the possible medical diagnosis or treatments prepared in the database. The 
system then calculates the medical evidences detected in those queries and assigns a 
confidence value to each potential diagnosis or treatment by the help of the output model. 
Those candidate answers are then ranked based on their confidence values and sent back 
to the doctors as some appropriate suggestions.        
Another Clinical QA system is introduced in paper [45]. It is named as Multi-source 
Integrated Platform for Answering Clinic Questions (MiPACQ). It accepts the free-
format clinical questions and returns the answers based on its multiple knowledge 
sources. The word “integrated” in its name indicates that it combines both the IR and the 
NLP techniques together.  
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The basic steps involved in MiPACQ are: expected answer type annotation, questions 
semantic annotation, query term expansion, information retrieval, result set semantic 
annotation and answers re-ranking.  
The researchers evaluated MiPACQ with a human-annotated evaluation database which 
is based on Medpedia health and medical encyclopedia. It has been observed and proved 
that MiPACQ performs 84% improvement in the precision value. Here, the evaluation 
indicator “precision” is defined as the proportion of the number of relevant documents 
retrieved by the system among the number of documents this system actually retrieved 
based on one test question.      
Another significant factor in the medical information is the time factor. When did this 
record of a patient with the epidemic bronchitis stored into the system? When was the 
first case of the epidemic bronchitis being reported? The temporal information matters 
very much in the clinical research and the evidence-based applications. It determines how 
long a disease lasts, which season is a popular season for an allergic symptom, etc.  
However, extracting and annotating the temporal information from the stored medical 
records are still the challenges for the current techniques. In some cases, the temporal 
information was not explicitly described in the original documents. It needs to be inferred 
in order to acquire a correct date. Not mention this time factor is also hard to be described 
in the search queries to retrieve the relevant and sophisticated documents in the database.  
Based on this challenge, in paper [46] the writers come up with a clinic time-oriented QA 
system. They utilized a semantic web which is edited in Web Ontology Language (OWL) 
to offer a suitable environment for acquiring the temporal information. By accomplishing 
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this goal, the researchers stored the temporal information into some related triples by 
using the clinic-domain ontology. The QA system then matches them to the related the 
queries and rank the candidate answers based on those time-oriented triples.           
4. QA Systems on Mobile Devices 
In paper [47], a new QA system whose name is Qme! is introduced and explained. 
Because of the strongly increased mobile device users, the novel feature of Qme! is that it 
is built on the mobile devices with a spoken language processing technique. Although 
there are still limits and disadvantages such as the small screens, inconvenient keyboards 
and weak signals sometimes, Qme! still successfully solves a part of the challenges by 
allowing the users use it outdoor without typing the questions by their hands.    
Moreover, Qme! re-defines the questions’ type by two terms: static and dynamic. The 
static questions are the questions that the system can retrieve the answers directly from 
the pre-generated answers. Apparently, the static questions can easily get the more 
accurate answers. For the dynamic questions, the system has to look for its relevant 
information from the related web pages. Unfortunately, the semantic web retrieval does 
not give back the better results to the dynamic questions.  
5. Ontology Based QA System  
In paper [48], the writers present their QA system which is named SemanticQA. It is a 
web-based QA system using the ontology as its main methodology. Especially, its 
ontology component is changeable with any other ontology for the different developing 
strategies. The writers also introduced their user interactive user interface in SemantiQA. 
When the users are typing their questions term by term, the system dynamically suggests 
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some of the related worlds to the users to put into their questions. Those suggestions are 
made based on the entities’ names the user just typed. For example, a user typed the word 
“professor” and the entity “professor” in the system’s ontology database is connected 
with “faculty” and “department”.  Thus, these two words “faculty” and “department” will 
be shown under the question window immediately to help this user to form a more 
explicit question. In this way, the more formal questions with higher qualities are created 
by the cooperation between the users and the system. It helps the system to analyze the 
natural language questions and retrieve the better answers.  
In paper [49], the writers introduce a close-domain QA system called AQUA. AQUA 
involves the technologies including the NLP, the ontology methodology, the logic 
interfering and the IR techniques in a uniformed frame work. The researchers took the 
great advantages of the ontology methodology to reform questions, map them with the 
relevant answers and measure the similarities between the questions and the candidate 
answers. Moreover, the answer similarity this QA system measures helps with the 
concept re-changing process for the better answers. It also helps with a logic formula to 
further evaluate those candidate answers.  
Since the semantic web annotates the web resource with the semantic information, this 
type of annotations can be used by any other intelligent systems to perform a better 
semantic analysis. AQUA is then expected to be able to play a more important role in the 
process of annotating some home pages.  
Sbuqa question answering system is another ontology-based QA system in paper [50]. 
The researchers designed this system with a Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG) for a 
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deeper question analysis. The LFG is a meaning based grammar which analyzes the 
sentences at the semantic level instead of the syntactic parsing level. The difference 
between those two levels is that the semantic level contains more abstractive 
representations than a syntactic parser tree which only focuses on the relations between 
each entity. Therefore, the LFG is able to locate the topics of users’ questions. Moreover, 
the LFG deals with the longer sentences which contain more details of the question 
topics. It is also capable to work with the multi-language situation and multilingual 
question answering systems.      
6. User Interactive QA System 
The QA systems are not only classified by the different software environments they are 
embedded into, they also can be distinguished from their different user interactive 
interfaces. In paper [51], the authors present a system named as NPCEditor. This open-
domain QA system supports the users interacting function and creates the users’ own 
assistances individually with the users’ different preferences and demands.  
The core algorithm of NPCEditor is a static text classification algorithm which helps the 
system mapping the questions to the related answers. It makes the system not over 
relying on the knowledge pre-training process of a huge amount of raw information. Thus 
means the new and random question which is a big challenge to the QA systems are no 
longer be replied by the low quality answers. The reason the writers are confident about 
this algorithm is the interactive dialogue the users use to communicate with the system. 
This strategy helps the system narrow down the relevant topics and the correct answers 
with more explicit details acquired from the user-system conversations.    
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Another paper [52] introduces two different user interfaces which allow the users 
interacting with the system. The clear and straight instructions are offered to the users 
during the interaction. Based on that, users can easily customize their own questions with 
some given semantic patterns. Therefore, the authors implemented their system with a 
Guide-Based User Interface (GBUI). Apparently, this system is not an open-domain 
system. It limits some certain knowledge areas so that the users can have a limited 
number of semantic patterns as the options to create their queries.  
For the details of this GBUI, there are only 3 steps for the users to follow before they get 
the relevant answers back. 
Step 1: Category Selection. As it was talked above, this system is a close-domain system. 
The users are only allowed to ask the questions in some certain fields. This step makes 
sure the users understand this feature and have their first chance to narrow down the 
question domain. Two levels of concepts are offered to the users to choose. For example, 
if users first choose the class of “natural”, then they may choose the next level of concept 
as “animals” or “plants”.  
Step 2: Pattern Selection. Since the users have made their decisions about which area of 
knowledge they are interested about. Step two shows some question patterns they may 
use to form their questions. In this step, “What” and “How” question patterns are both 
listed. However, the users have only few options to choose. 
Step 3: Question Formulation. In the last step, the question patterns the users picked up 
before are showing the main subjects the users can fill their own words in. For example: 
for the pattern “How long will [entity\event] last?” the users are allowed to fill one 
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specific entity or event name in the square bracket to complete this question. Once they 
have finished filling with their own words, the system automatically formulates the 
question the users formed up and submits them to the system to search the related 
information. 
This Guided-Based User Interface is certainly better than the traditional UI while 
working with a close-domain QA system. The users have a clear understand in each 
question forming step and they are sure about which type of questions they can ask to get 
an expected answer. A simple way to raise the satisfaction of the users’ experience is that 
offering more question patterns in the second step above to allow the users have more 
options to customize their questions. However, it will also increase the complexity of the 
coming information retrieval and the total searching efforts.  
7. Other QA Systems   
7.1 Online Store QA System  
As the online commercial websites have been developed and increased extraordinarily 
those days. The users who are seeking or shopping for some products online get more and 
more options than before. Thus, they have to compare the prices and the specifications of 
the products not only from one website but also throughout the whole internet. According 
to this fact, the researchers in paper [53] designed a close-domain QA system which 
helps the users acquire the best deal of the products they are looking for from all the B2C 
commercial websites.  
Basically, this QA system uses two agents to accomplish this goal. The user negotiation 
agent deals with the natural language questions receive from the users. It analyzes the 
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users’ questions or demands, extracts the keywords and helps the users setting up the 
specific constraints for their ideal products. Then a web crawler as another agent crawls 
the necessary information from the targeted websites based on those key words and 
constraints. Finally, the user negotiation agent displays those useful and qualified product 
information based on users’ requirements. For example, it displays the products from 
lowest price to highest ones to help the users finding the cheapest deal.               
7.2 Academia Sinica QA System 
The Authors in paper [54] represent a QA system called Academia Sinica QA system 
(ASQA). Five models were built up and used in ASQA. After the users submit their 
questions, the question processing model first analyzes the question by extracting its 
keywords and the topic. Those keywords and topic will help the document retrieval 
model to pick up some relevant documents throughout the corpus. However, as an 
intelligent QA system, feeding back just the original documents to the users is not the 
ultimate task. That is why the sentence selection model then retrieves and evaluates each 
sentence from those relevant documents. Only the qualified sentences whose evaluation 
marks are higher than a certain threshold will be ranked and sent back to the users as the 
candidate answers. Additionally, another model named redundant removal model is 
attached in ASQA as well. It detects those qualified sentences and checks if they are 
similar with others. Thus, the redundancy in those potential sentences will be eliminated 
and the system efficiency is then increased.  
7.3 Music Knowledge QA System   
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For the close-domain QA systems, a special member of them is a music knowledge 
domain QA system [55]. It is an ontology-based system which deals with the music 
knowledge. It also works with a collection of Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) for an 
efficient question process. This FAQ collection stores some popular music-domain 
questions and each question has already been answered. Those answers are also stored in 
the database along with their corresponding questions. The Music Knowledge Question 
Answering (MKQA) is composed with six basic models including the question classifier, 
FAQ question matcher, question analyzer and answers extraction. The users first type in 
their music-topic questions, those questions are then converted into eight general classes 
and forty-six children classes to match with the information stored in the FAQ. If the 
original question matches some questions in the FAQ collection, then the answers of 
matched questions in the FAQ collection are sent back to the users as the candidate 
answers without the further evaluations. If this is the first time MKQA system deals with 
some questions, it means those questions cannot be matched with the stored questions in 
the FAQ collection. Then the ontology analysis is executed to form some new answers to 
those new questions. Those new answers will be evaluated with some evaluation 
algorithms before being fed back to the users.       
7.4 LogAnswer QA System 
In paper [56], the writers introduce LogAnswer. LogAnswer is an open-domain QA 
system. It is different because of an automated theorem prover which restricts the 
candidate answers. This prover retrieves the answers from a logical knowledge 
representation by using the inference technology. It also considers the total time cost and 
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the answer qualification for the whole system. Thus, the researchers set three main 
constraints for this prover to optimize its performance.  
First of all, since LogAnbswer is an open-domain system, a qualified prover has to be 
able to deal with a large knowledge collection so that the prover can answer the questions 
on the wider topics. Secondly, since the prover controls the constraints of picking up the 
candidate answers, it must be also attached with a constraint relaxation loop to deal with 
the situation of no answer is retrieved. Another purpose of installing this relaxation loop 
is stopping and releasing the prover when it is processing some imperfect documents with 
an unaccepted time spent. The last requirement of the prover is supporting the answer 
extraction procedural. It needs to claim the answer substitutions to help the topic 
expansion for extracting the more relevant answers.  
According to those three requirements, the writers designed two provers for LogAnswer 
system. One is called the MultiNet Prover which proves a question from a passage in less 
than 20ms on average. Another one is named as the E-KRHyper Prover. It participates in 
the reasoning procedure in LogAnswer.  
7.5 Photo-based QA System 
In paper [57], a very unique and experimental QA system is represented by the 
researchers. It is a photo-based QA system. For the users who use text-based QA system 
to ask questions about some subjects with the physical specifications, for example “How 
big is a 3kg watermelon”, they are expecting more than some words describing the 3kg 
watermelon. Therefore, the researchers came up with this photo-based QA system. By 
using the updated image matching technology, it is able to match a query photo with 
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some photos online and acquire the internal semantic information from those online 
pictures. This semantic information will be fed back to the users along with those 
corresponding online pictures. For example, the users can upload a celebrity photo and 
ask who he is. The photo-based QA system will then match this photo with some similar 
photos online based on the question type “WHO”. It will give back a few celebrities’ 
names to the users by acquiring the text information from those matched photos. 
However, if we use an ordinary text-based QA system to deal with this users’ demand, 
the results will be empty since the users do not know any details of this person and it is 
hard to describe him or her with words. Even for some extreme cases where some photo-
based questions cannot be answered, the researchers designed an expert community to 
answer some of those questions manually. This photo-based QA system is not only a 
novel multimedia information QA system; it also efficiently explores the usage of the 
online multimedia data resource.   
7.6 Pythia QA System 
In paper [58], a new QA system named Pythia is presented. The researchers who 
designed and implemented Pythia claimed that they had accomplished it mainly with two 
general ideas. First of all, they came up with a general meaning representation which can 
be converted into the formal queries for the system to understand. In order to conduct this 
conversion, they used the principle linguistic analysis.  
The second idea their system uses is a new designed user interface which is based on the 
lexicon ontology. It means this UI requires the users to decide an explicit area of 
knowledge to help the system narrow down the number of retrieved documents.     
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7.7 Explanation QA System 
In paper [59], the writers implement their theories with an open-domain QA system. The 
reasons that this system is different from others are: it feeds back the explanations of the 
candidate answers to the users as the references; its core theory is about the semantic 
graphs. First of all, the explanations of answers are comprised by three parts: a visual 
representation of documents, a fact list which is stored with the format as subject-verb-
object corresponding to the documents, a summary for each document. Moreover, the 
fact of each document is created based on each sentence with the help of the Penn 
Treebank parse tree [60].     
However, this system is not a complete open-domain system. The researchers who 
designed it claimed that not all of the question types can be understood by the system. To 
avoid this situation, they used a predetermined template to restrict the users’ input. 
Furthermore, the documents in the database are stored with the semantic representations 
and graphs. The candidate answers are mapped based on those two data structures and the 
information on the document fact list.   
7.8 True Knowledge QA System  
In paper [61], an open-domain QA system called True Knowledge is created by the 
writers. Its database was built with both the static and dynamic knowledge with a 
structured knowledge representation. The natural language questions written by the users 
are converted into the language-independent queries. Then, the True Knowledge QA 
system uses these queries with the knowledge representation and a general interference 
model to map the candidate answers.  
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The knowledge representation helps the QA system analyze and store knowledge with an 
appropriate and efficient structure. For example, Enteritis 1: Big Ben, Relation: is 
located, Enteritis 2: London. This kind of structure performs a better understanding of the 
stored information for the relevant document retrievals.      
7.9 Survey Research  
In the survey [62], the writers compare some popular QA systems with their 
performances and some new updated technologies involved in this area. The writers did 
not include Google and MSN search engines due to their limited answering capabilities. 
Google only correctly answers some geography-topic question such as “how many 
provinces does Spain have”. Meanwhile, MSN search engine is only based on the 
Encyclopedia Encata as the knowledge source to answer the limited number of questions.  
Therefore, the researchers have compared six QA systems and they have achieved some 
quite different results from each of them. The QA system called AskJeeves answers 
questions with its manually created database. Thus, the questions’ topics are also 
narrowed only by the encyclopedic requests. Ask.com which is an online open-domain 
QA system works with a keyword search engine called Teoma. Due to this fact, 
answering each test question with the up to two-hundred candidate answers does not offer 
a satisfied precision even though those answers are ranked for the users.   
Moreover, only two of those six evaluated QA systems deal with multilingual languages. 
They are AskJeeves and AnswerBus.  AskJeeves is also the only system which crawl the 
entire web. Others only acquire the knowledge from some particular websites or directly 
from some knowledge sources.  
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The writers explained those observations as the different purposes of the different QA 
system. The commercial QA systems are particularly interested in increasing their 
popularity for getting more advertising opportunities. The research-based QA systems 
which are not competing with the commercial systems are interested in exploring the 
newer and better algorithms on the academic purpose. 
Summary 
In this survey, the Question Answering (QA) systems and their involved technologies are 
introduced and summarized based on the latest sixty papers in this area. It is very clear 
that the QA technology is the most popular and developing technology recent years due 
to the high demand of the high quality answer searching experience. The new approaches 
made in this area are mainly following the trends which are Natural Language Processing 
(NLP), Semantic Information Crawling and Ontology methodology. However, the NLP 
technique is still the hottest topic among all of them. It is because understanding what the 
users are trying to ask is still the biggest challenge in QA systems. It is the key point to 
the QA systems to offer the high quality answers back to the users. Moreover, the 
popularity of NLP technique is also because it is highly needed in other areas which 
involve the user interactivities.  
Furthermore, the Semantic Web Crawling has also been given more attentions than 
before since the questions are more needed being processed with the semantic patterns 
instead of the traditional syntactic patterns. Thus, these semantic-based queries need to be 
matched with the documents which contain more semantic information. In other words, 
the document collections should be pre-processed to be prepared for the semantic 
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information matching. Thus, more correct answers are formed from the highly distributed 
passages.  
The ontology methodology is another efficient choice for the document preparations. The 
relevant information is organized into the same class with the different level and also 
connected with others to represent its internal structure. This high structured database 
then raises the accuracy and efficiency of the whole performance of QA systems.  
However, there is still not a perfect and mature strategy or system which is able to solve 
all the challenges and problems in this area. It leaves more spaces to the researchers to 
improve their approaches. We are looking forward to hearing more breaking news 
because they will change everyone’s life by answering their questions faster and better. 
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CHAPTER 2  
My work 
1. Introduction 
As the Internet has become an important part of our lives. People are now more likely to 
search for the answers to their questions by using online search engines like Google, 
Bing, Yahoo, etc. However, the search results users get back are just links to web pages. 
Users have to look through a huge amount of links for the real answers they need.  
In most cases, if a user types in their question as “What are the top five longest rivers in 
the world?” They will get about 5,890,000 links in 0.32 seconds. But all they need is a 
list of the names, locations and lengths of those five rivers.  
During our initial research on the Google search engine, we used a number of “how-to” 
questions to test the quality of Google’s search results. Here are the results of our 
experiments: the average time Google used to retrieve and send back ranked links as the 
responses to the test questions was less than one second. Using Google the answers could 
be found among four of the top five links, on average. However, more links in the top 
five web pages may need to be followed by the users. More importantly, almost three of 
the top five links, on average, offered the direct answers.      
Based on the results of our experiment above, we have designed a Question Answering 
(QA) system which improves the search results from Google by analyzing the searched 
web pages first and answering the users’ questions directly. Due to the high quality of the 
top links Google offers, the QA system uses Google as its search engine to perform an 
open-domain question answering service. It extracts text documents from the top links 
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from Google, retrieves the relevant passages from these documents and sends the ranked 
passages as the candidate answers back to the users.    
In the research area of the QA systems, they are defined as the systems which are able to 
automatically and directly answer users’ questions. Researchers in the QA area have been 
trying to develop a system which can perfectly understand and answer users’ questions 
submitted in natural language for the past fifty years. There are different kinds of QA 
systems which have different functions and features: biology QA systems; medical QA 
systems; interactive QA systems and so on. Those QA systems can also be classified into 
two general categories: closed-domain QA systems and open-domain QA systems. The 
closed-domain QA systems only answer questions in some certain topics such as the 
biology QA systems and the medical QA systems. The open-domain QA systems like our 
system, on the contrary, cover more general topics to answer more questions.  
There are two main technologies involved into the QA systems: Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) and Information Retrieval (IR). NLP technology supports the systems 
for better understanding the users’ questions. It usually contains the syntactic and 
semantic question analysis to properly convert the questions into the format that the 
machines understand. After acquiring the searching queries from the users, the IR 
technology makes sure the systems are able to retrieve the relevant and correct 
documents as the answers to the users’ questions. Since the Google search engine has 
been comprised with a high-functioning NLP component for analyzing the search queries 
from the users, our QA system which improves the search results from Google mainly 
focuses on the IR improvements.   
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To generally introduce our QA system in this section, the system firstly offers a simple 
and friendly user interface to receive users’ questions written in natural English. These 
submitted questions then are sent to the Google search engine by our system to acquire 
the corresponding Google search results including the ranked links of the related web 
pages. 
Furthermore, a web crawler of our system analyzes the received Google search results 
and downloads those searched web pages into our local machine. Once the system 
receives those web pages, it will execute the document preparation. The first step of 
document preparation is to build a new document collection for the submitted question. 
Our system firstly detects the text contents on those downloaded web pages. The detected 
text contents will then be divided into several documents based on their original 
paragraph structure. Thus, each related web page is converted into several independent 
documents which contain one of its paragraphs.   
The second step of the document preparation is indexing the entire document collection. 
Each term is indexed by our system with the document information of which it occurs. 
Moreover, the values of the Term Frequency (TF) and Inverse Document Frequency 
(IDF) are also calculated and attached to each indexed term. The TF value indicates the 
number of times a specific term appears in a particular document and the IDF value 
denotes how many documents this term occurs in the entire collection. Therefore, the 
term indexing helps the system not only locating the target words faster but also 
estimating how important they are individually in the different documents better. We use 
the Vector Space Model to build up an indexed term matrix for storing those term 
locations and their TF-IDF values for the document retrieval step coming next. 
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Our QA system has also been implemented with two strategies to increase the efficiency 
of the document indexing. The first one is about eliminating high-frequency terms such 
as “it”, “in”, “to”, etc. in the index. Those terms will disturb the document retrieval of our 
QA system by retrieving more irrelevant documents for the questions. Therefore, our 
system ignores those terms during the indexing based on a list of the high-frequency 
terms. The next strategy is called term stemming. To make sure the terms which share the 
same meaning but different formats are treated as the same word during the document 
retrieval, our system first stems each indexed term before it is saved into the index 
matrix. Thus, a group of terms such as “know”, “knew” and “known” will be indexed as 
the same term and detected in the document retrieval while one of them appears in the 
users’ questions.  These two strategies involved into the document indexing makes sure 
our system to retrieve more relevant documents and less irrelevant ones.   
The questions users submitted will be processed by the system as well. To be able to 
detect the semantic connection each time between the received question and one of the 
documents which do not share a common term in the collection, our system utilizes the 
searched web page snippets from the Google search engine to expanse the question. The 
question then is expanded by some high related terms offered by the snippets of the 
searched web pages. The expanded question will helps our system retrieve more relevant 
documents as the candidate answers to the users.         
Based on the same high-frequency word list and the term stemming strategy used in the 
document indexing, the expanded questions are also processed before the document 
retrieval. The high-frequency words will be eliminated from the questions. For example, 
in the question mentioned above, “What are the top five longest rivers in the world?” will 
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be processed and only “top five longest rivers world” will be left for the answer retrieval. 
The left terms will also be stemmed by the system to match more indexed and stemmed 
term in the document collection.   
By using the indexed term matrix and the expanded questions from users, our QA system 
will then be able to match the relevant documents to the questions. It utilizes the 
traditional term-based document retrieval strategy to detect the common terms shared by 
the documents with the questions. Thus, as long as a document contains at least one 
common term with the expanded question, it will be retrieved back to the users as one of 
the candidate answers.   
To rank the retrieved candidate answers for the users to view, we have also modified the 
measurement called Cosine Coefficient Similarity Measure (CCSM) to evaluate how 
relevant each candidate answer is to the question. The modifications we made are 
importing both the document length information and the resource web pages’ ranks into 
the CCSM based on the features of the documents in our collection. Since the documents 
our system deals with used to be the paragraphs in the web pages, the longer documents 
more likely contain the expected answers for the users. Also, the searched web pages’ 
ranks from the Google search engine offer some general ideas of the qualities of the text 
contents each of them contain. Thus, the documents extracted from the web pages which 
received higher ranks from Google probably contain the information with the higher 
quality. Overall, a retrieved document with a higher modified CCSM value has a higher 
possibility of containing the answer users are looking for. Our system then presented 
those ranked candidate answers in inverse order based on their modified CCSM values. 
Thus, the users are able to view the more potential documents first.   
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Our QA system also offers a novel step called question refinement as an advanced search 
to the users. After users go through the candidate answers for the first time, they will be 
asked if they have found the ideal answers they need in an accepted time. If their answers 
are no, there will be another search step asking users to refine their questions for the 
better results. The first step of this refinement is query reformulation. Users may find that 
some key words are missing and need to be added to the queries, or that some misleading 
words need to be eliminated. This decision is made by the users themselves based on the 
previews search result shown beside as the reference of their refinements. If the users 
create a new question, the system will send the new question to the Google search again 
to create a complete new document collection. The question revision changes the 
members of the candidate answers next round.  
The second step of the query refinement is query weighting. Users will be asked to give a 
numeric value to each word in their queries to emphasize some key words in the next 
document retrieval. The higher value a word gets, the more important it will be treated 
during the next document ranking. The query term weighting affects the ranks of the 
future candidate answers.       
The last step is about building a Boolean “NOT” query and bind it to the text question for 
a stronger restriction in the next document retrieval. The users can add some terms they 
do not expect to see in their future candidate answers. A document in the collection 
which contains some of the terms in the Boolean query will not be retrieved back no 
matter how many common terms it shares with the question. Same with the query 
revision, the Boolean query also has the power to change the constitution of the coming 
retrieved documents.  
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Thus, a new revised query which carries more useful information for the next document 
retrieval will be sent to the Google search engine again to get the new related web pages 
if needed. The whole process of document preparation, question processing, passage 
ranking and query refinement will be executed again until the users find the expected 
answers.  
Overall, our QA system aims to utilize the results of the Google search engine and 
information retrieval technology to improve the quality of answers returned by the 
internet. In the following section 2, some related research works are discussed for the 
originality and improvements of our work. The sections 3 to 9 represent the details of 
each component of our system and the involved algorithms and strategies. The section 10 
introduces the completely implemented system. We also discuss evaluation results of our 
improved algorithm and strategy in the section 11. The last section is the summary of our 
work.         
2. Related Works 
In this section, a novel document retrieval strategy is firstly introduced. The motivation, 
process details and advantages of this strategy are explained. The disadvantages are also 
discussed to indicate the differences between the original strategy and our improved 
retrieval strategy. Moreover, some related QA systems are also explained. We are 
discussing their specialties and shortages to emphasize the originality of our QA system.  
2.1 Document Retrieval Strategy  
Since our QA system first utilized the traditional term-based document retrieval strategy 
to match some relevant documents in the collection to the received users’ question,  only  
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a document which shares at least one common term with a user’s question can be 
retrieved by our system. For example, if a user type in a question as “what is AI”, the 
document “Artificial intelligence is the intelligence of machines and the branch 
of computer science that aims to create it” will never be retrieved by our QA system. It is 
because this document shares no common term with the user’s question. However, this 
document is highly related to the question and can be the best answer to help the user 
understand this concept. It should be retrieved and sent back to the user to be viewed. 
This is how we miss the valuable semantic connection between “AI” and “Artificial 
Intelligence” by simply using term-based document retrieval strategy to search for the 
related documents as the candidate answers. It clearly decreases the answer quality our 
QA system produces.  
For avoiding this situation that some important and related documents are not retrieved 
by our QA system, we have made great efforts on researching and experimenting 
different algorithms and strategies. We have first utilized a traditional strategy called 
term stemming which helps our system detects more common terms without being 
distracted by the different term suffixes and prefixes. But we have also noticed that the 
term stemming still did not change the fact that the semantic information was missing 
during the retrieval. Because of the variety of information from the Internet and the 
unlimited questions we are dealing with. This was a big challenge to our system to 
dynamically detect the semantic connection between a question and one of the documents 
in the collection. Not only us, as it was talked in the chapter 1, other researchers in this 
area have also realized the affection of this fact and utilized different strategies such as 
the syntactic and semantic analysis on the document collection to fill the semantic gap 
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between queries and documents. Among them, Mehran and Timothy [63] designed a 
novel and powerful strategy to try to solve this problem without integrating the systems 
with the complicated and expensive semantic analysis.  
In their research, they claimed that in order to match two semantically connected 
documents together such as “AI” and “Artificial Intelligence” which do not share any 
common terms, a practical option is expanding each of them with some corresponding 
relevant terms. Apparently it has been proved that those two documents have a zero 
possibility of sharing common terms. With the two new expansions, they will definitely 
have a higher possibility to share one or more overlapping terms. Therefore, a QA system 
can combine the straightforward and affordable term-based document search strategy 
with the new document expansions to accomplish the retrieval without losing the 
semantic information.  
Then how to expand two “irrelevant” documents became the most important topic in 
Mehran and Timothy’s research. They needed to carefully choose some qualified and 
related terms to expand each document in the collection with the consideration of the 
processing time. Clearly, using a collection of synonyms to attach the related terms to the 
documents is an option. However, the synonym collection can be out of date; some 
unimportant terms in the document have also been attached with their synonyms. Those 
disadvantages affect the quality of the expansions and the retrieved answer quality of the 
QA systems eventually.  
Therefore, instead of using a synonym collection, Mehran and Timothy utilized the 
search results of the Google search engine. They first send the two “irrelevant” 
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documents as two independent search queries to the Google search engine separately. 
Then, they will get back a few searched related web pages for each of the original 
document. The text contents on those web pages will be saved as the expansion resource 
of the corresponding original document for the next process. Apparently, simply using 
those text contents to expand the two original documents is not efficient. Each of the 
original documents will be expanded into a large text document. The system processing 
time will correspondingly be increased since more terms in each of the expanded 
documents will be checked during the document retrieval. The document collection of the 
QA system will be sharply expanded as well. Therefore, Mehran and Timothy first 
calculate the TF-IDF value for each term in the searched web pages from Google. Only 
the top 50 TF-IDF value highest terms in each searched web page will be saved to expand 
the original document. Thus, if a QA system uses the top 10 searched web pages from the 
Google search engine to expand a document in the collection, the original document will 
be expanded with 500 new relevant terms.  
Moreover, Mehran and Timothy found out instead of using the complete searched web 
pages as the expanding materials, they could just use the web page snippets which are 
shown under the searched links on the Google search result page. When users use the 
Google search engine to search for some information, Google shows a web page snippet 
under each searched link to offer a quick view of each web page to the users. Those 
snippets are comprised by a few sentences which contain some common words with the 
search query. For example, the web page snippet of the first searched link corresponding 
to the query “what is AI” is “WHAT IS ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE… This article 
for the layman answers basic questions about artificial intelligence. The opinions 
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expressed here are not”. Thus, if we follow the Mehran and Timothy’s strategy to expand 
the document “what is AI”, it will then be expanded with the terms such as 
“ARTIFICIAL” and “INTELLIGENCE”. Therefore, after the expansion, the similarity 
between the two documents “what is AI” and “Artificial intelligence is the intelligence of 
machines and the branch of computer science that aims to create It.” will become higher 
than zero as it was before. This is how the semantic connection between “AI” and 
“artificial intelligence” are detected based on the document expansions. Figure 1 further 
expansions the general Mehran and Timothy’s expansion process.  
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Since the Google search engine offers a better search result with a smaller text query, 
each document we send to Google to acquire some relevant web page snippets for the 
future expansion should be small as well. This was the reason Mehran and Timothy 
claimed in their paper that their retrieval strategy only works for the short queries and the 
small documents. However, this fact does not affect the testing result of their work. 
Based on their evaluations, this snippet search strategy remarkably raises the similarity 
between the traditionally “irrelevant” documents. Comparing with using a synonym 
collection as the expansion material, the web page snippets help the system detect more 
semantic connections between two sentences or two small passages. For example: the 
new search strategy is able to show out the semantic connection between “java 
programming” and “applet development” by the helps of their corresponding web page 
snippets from the Google search engine. But the experiment showed that using the 
synonym collection failed in this case.  
Mehran and Timothy also explained in their paper that their search strategy is suitable for 
the query suggestion systems. As a query suggestion system, it offers users some similar 
and more valuable queries based on users’ own queries to assistant them acquiring the 
information they are looking for. For example, if a user type in a question “which laptop 
should I buy”, the query suggestion system will then show the user some similar but more 
specific queries such as “2012 best selling laptops” to suggest the user to use. Hopefully, 
the new suggested query will offer the user a better search result than the user’s original 
question. In the query suggestion system which is using Mehran and Timothy’s 
expansion strategy, there is a local pre-processed query collection in which each query 
has been expanded by their web page snippets and stored. Thus, more relevant prepared 
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queries can be matched to the users’ question as the suggestions. Every time a user type 
in a new query, the query suggestion system sends only this piece of original query to the 
Google search engine to get expanded. The new expanded query will then be matched 
with some of the prepared queries in the local collection. Even though the pre-processed 
query collection may be large, each query of this collection needs only one time 
expansion. The future query expansion will only make on the received users’ questions. 
Therefore, Mehran and Timothy defined their new snippet search strategy as a lazy 
strategy which means the document expansions only be executed when they are 
necessary.   
However, even though Mehran and Timothy claimed that their snippet search strategy 
works with different term-based similarity measurements, it is not practical and efficient 
to directly embed this strategy into some QA systems which perform the term-based 
document retrieval on some dynamically updated document collections like our QA 
system does. Those QA systems initialize a complete new document collection based on 
the new question they receive each time. In our QA system, each time a new question is 
submitted from the users, the system sends the question to the Google search engine to 
search for the top 10 web pages back. Then a new document collection for answering this 
question is set up by distributing each text paragraph in each searched web page and 
storing them as independent documents in the collection. This means if we directly utilize 
Mehran and Timothy’s search strategy to detect the semantic connections between the 
received query and the corresponding document collection which usually owns more than 
200 documents, we have to send more than 200 text queries to the Google search engine 
to expand the documents and the users’ question with more than 2000 web page snippets. 
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Our QA system clearly cannot afford this expensive search strategy. In the section 7, we 
will explain how we have modified and improved Mehran and Timothy’s strategy to 
embed it into the dynamic term-based QA systems like ours. We used their strategy as the 
basic concept and inspiration to develop a new document search strategy.  
2.2 Related QA Systems  
Moreover, our QA system is not the first QA system which keeps the access to the 
information from the internet to answer users’ natural language questions on the open 
topics. Other researchers have also noticed the great value of the information online. 
Comparing with the building up a knowledge database by acquiring the necessary 
information from some particular existing knowledge resources, using various online web 
pages to extract the useful knowledge for answering users’ questions certainly has a few 
advantages. First of all, the information from the Internet enables the QA systems 
answering more questions on more topics. Especially for the open-domain QA systems, 
the topics of the users’ questions are not limited. To guarantee this service, the open-
domain QA systems need to have more general knowledge databases which cover more 
topics. Certainly, there are no other information sources better than the web pages on the 
Internet to supply this demand of those QA systems. Secondly, due to the dynamism of 
the Internet, the online information the QA systems collect is more up to date. The QA 
systems then are able to answer some users’ questions with the information extracted 
from the daily news and newest research approaches. The last, the users some time more 
prefer being answered by some informal but experiential answers which are usually from 
some online forums where discussions and communications are made. For example, the 
query “Need some Italy travel tips” expects some answers from the people who traveled 
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in Italy before, professional and formal information such as “Rome is the capital of 
Italy”, “The population of Italy is 60,626,442” is not the ideal answer to this question. 
Thus, the QA systems which acquire its knowledge from the Internet are more capable to 
answer the users’ unlimited both casual and personal questions.  
As one of the open-domain QA systems which connect to the Internet talked above, 
Valentin and Maarten [64] represent their QA system which has been developed to 
answer users’ natural language questions on the unlimited topics. This system 
concentrates on extracting the knowledge from a particular kind of web pages: Frequently 
Asked Questions (FAQ) web pages. On the Internet, there are a huge number of questions 
which have been frequently asked by the Internet users. The FAQ web pages collect 
those high-frequency questions with their best answers and show the pairs of questions 
and answers to the users for saving their time asking the same questions again online. 
Valentin and Maarten noticed this huge value of the FAQ web pages and decided to 
utilize it as the knowledge resource of their own QA system. They first visited a number 
of the FAQ web pages and properly analyzed those web pages so that they can extract the 
pairs of answers and questions correctly. Those downloaded pairs of questions and 
answers then were saved into the data base together to complete the knowledge collection 
of the system. Once a user asks a question to this QA system, the stored high-frequency 
questions will be compared with this received question. The similar stored questions then 
will be matched and ranked based on the similarities between the question and 
themselves. At last, those marched high-frequency questions will be sent back to users 
with their corresponding answers as the potential answers to the user’s question. Based 
on Valentin and Maarten’s evaluation of their QA system, 3.6 GB of text data have been 
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downloaded from 293,000 FAQ web pages. By using this huge question-answer database, 
this QA system successfully answered 36% of tested questions with the top 20 candidate 
answers.  
However, the variety of the questions’ topics on the FAQ web pages is still limited. Only 
the questions which have been asked frequently will be able to be collected on the web 
page and downloaded into Valentin and Maarten’s QA system eventually. This fact 
decreases the ability of their QA system to answer users’ open-domain questions. Thus, it 
explains the evaluation result that more than half of the tested questions were not 
answered. However, as it was explained in the introduction, our QA system is 
dynamically connected with the Google search engine. Each time our QA system 
receives a new question from a user, it sends the question to the Google search engine to 
get the different related web pages for the future retrieval. It means not only the topics of 
users’ questions but also the retrieved answers are not limited by our system. As long as 
the Internet contains uses’ expected answers, our QA system is able to detect them and 
represent them back to the users. This is the major difference between Valentin and 
Maarten’s system and ours. This difference leads the fact that our system can answer all 
the questions Valentin and Maarten’s system answered since we also have the access to 
the FAQ web pages by the help of the Google search engine. Our QA system also covers 
more questions’ topics than Valentin and Maarten’s system does. 
Another related work in the QA area was made by Jimmy and Boris [65]. They designed 
and implemented a QA system called Aranea. Aranea is a web-based QA system. Jimmy 
and Boris claimed and explained in their paper that due to the huge amount of 
information on the Internet, accessing a web search engine to retrieve the potential 
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answers works better than having a local corpus to answer users’ questions. Thus, we 
share the same system designing motivation with Jimmy and Boris. Moreover, they also 
explained in their paper that due to the special feature of the Internet: data redundancy 
[66], only one retrieved candidate answer which was extracted from the Internet may not 
fully answer a received question. A group of related candidate answers offers a better 
result. Therefore, this theory supports our QA system’s search strategy from another side 
as well. Our QA system answers the users’ question with a list of ranked passages. Those 
retrieved passages are originally from the different web pages of the Internet. Based on 
Jimmy and Boris’ theory, this list of ranked passages performs a more complete answer 
to the users’ question.       
However, there are some major differences between Aranea and our QA system. First of 
all, Jimmy and Boris used two different strategies to prepare their dynamic document 
collection for each of the users’ queries. Unlike our QA system, Aranea saves the text 
content on each searched web page as an independent document after it sends the users’ 
question to a web search engine as a search query. However, these searched web pages in 
our QA system are just treated as the intermediate materials. Our QA system distributes 
each text paragraph on each web page and stores them separately in our document 
collection. Thus, our document collection contains the smaller independent passages 
which use to be the text paragraphs in the web pages. The two document collections are 
prepared with two different ways. 
Secondly, after finishing preparing its document collection, Aranea utilizes the basic and 
traditional pattern matching strategy to map some related sentences in the downloaded 
documents to the query. For example, to retrieve the candidate answers to the question 
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“who invented the telephone”, Aranea extracts the query pattern “invented the telephone” 
from the question and matches the similar sentences in the document collection. 
Therefore, only the sentences which contain the exact same pattern with the query will be 
retrieved. Some valuable sentences such as “Alexander Graham Bell and Thomas A. 
Watson successful made the experiments with the fist electronic telephone device in the 
late 19th century” are missed during the retrieval. However, our QA system has been 
integrated with the term-based document search strategy to retrieve the potential answers 
to the questions. It means, with the help of this search strategy, documents are able to be 
searched by our QA system as long as they share the common terms with the query. To 
the same query and document exampled above, since this document share the common 
term “telephone” with the query, our QA system is able to retrieved it and send back to 
the user as one of the candidate answers. In other words, the term-based document 
retrieval strategy helps our system break the limitation of the traditional pattern search 
strategy. No existing solid pattern which stops us retrieving the potential answers with 
various formats is used into our search strategy.    
Moreover, as it was explained at the beginning of this section, we have modified and 
embedded a snippet search strategy into our QA system. This improved strategy allows 
our QA system to detect the semantic connection between the query and each document 
which does not share the common terms with the query. It remarkably raises the answer 
quality of our QA system. However, like other traditional QA systems, Aranea misses the 
semantic information during the answer retrieval. The original users’ questions are the 
only references Aranea has to search the potential answers. Apparently, the implicit 
information in the document collection is missed.  
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To the best of our knowledge, our QA system is a complete and unique QA system in this 
research area. Its originality is guaranteed by its concentration and the integrations of 
carefully improved retrieval and ranking strategies. The coming up sections will fully 
explain the algorithms and performance of this system to further prove this fact.         
3. System Diagram 
Before going further to the details of each component and strategy integrated in our QA 
system, the system diagram should be first introduced to offer the general ideas of what 
the input and output of our QA system are; how different components are cooperating 
and working together to produce the expected results. This section will help us explain 
the each system processing steps in the following sections by showing a clear system 
structure first.  
 
Figure 2 
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In Figure 2, the complete process of the answer retrieval is described. The independent 
objects involved into the retrieval are in the rectangles. The diamonds indicate the system 
intermediate and final text productions. All executed steps are presented in the rounded 
rectangles. Arrows in Figure 2 denote the directions of the data flow.       
The first main task of our QA system is building a knowledge resource which is a 
document collection for each of the users’ question. According to Figure 2, the user 
interface of our QA system firstly receives a text question written in natural English from 
a user. At this point, our QA system does not pre-process this piece of question. The 
system simply saves the question and directly sends it to the Google search engine. It is 
because the Google search engine does the query processing itself before searching the 
relevant web pages. After receive the question, the Google search engine uses it as a 
search query to retrieve the top 10 to 20 related web pages. It then sends those searched 
and ranked relevant web page links back to our QA system. Those web page links are 
exactly the same links the Google search engine shows to other Google users who type in 
the same question. Furthermore, those links are sent back in a text package which has its 
own data structure to our system. In this text package, there is other information of the 
related web pages such as: the titles, web page snippets, web page types, etc. A web 
crawler of our QA system then will be executed to extract the pure web links from this 
package and use them to visit the searched web pages. After the link extraction, the 
crawler visits each of the searched web pages, detects their text contents and downloads 
them into the local machine. However, the web crawler does not just simply save the 
complete text content on each web page as a text document. It analyzes the natural 
paragraph structure of the text content and saves each paragraph separately into our 
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initialized document collection. Thus, our paragraph-based document collection is 
created exclusively based this received question.  
Before our QA system starts to retrieve the relevant documents as the candidate answers 
to the question. There are two major steps need to be followed to pre-process the local 
document collection and users’ query for a better search result. The first step is the 
document preparation. The paragraphs which have been separately stored in the 
document collection are first named with some identical digits to indicate not only their 
identities but also the source web pages they were extracted from. The reason of naming 
them in this way is that the Google search engine sends us a list of ranked web links to 
denote the quality of each web page. The higher rank a web link got, the better 
information this web page stores. Our QA system should not miss this important 
information during the next answer retrieval. Therefore, in this step, the system numbers 
each web page link with its own rank. For example, the top 1 web page link gets the 
number of 1 showing it is the best web page based on the Google’s opinion. Then all the 
paragraphs extracted from this web page get the suffix of “1” in their own identical file 
names. Thus, our document collection classifies different documents based on their 
source web pages.  
However, this is not the whole process of the document preparation. More valuable 
information will be analyzed and extracted from the documents in the next step of 
document preparation: document indexing. For each document, each term it contains is 
detected and evaluated during this step. The detection helps our system save the locations 
of different terms from the different documents. Those term locations compose the index 
of this document collection. With the help of this index, the system is able to search for a 
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particular document or term faster and more accurate. Also, during the document 
indexing, a list of words such as “is”, “in”, “at”, etc. which are named as stop words is 
used. The stop words on this list are the words occur frequently in the general English 
documents. Those terms do not help our system distinguish each document but decrease 
the indexing efficiency and retrieval accuracy eventually. Thus, those high-frequency 
terms are not indexed by our system. Moreover, our QA system evaluates how important 
each term is in each document and saves the term evaluation results along with the term 
location in the index. This evaluation involves a few of term-based algorithms which will 
be explained in the section 6. The term evaluation result is that each term in each 
document is assigned with a numeric value indicates how important it is not only in a 
specific document but also in the whole collection. With these values, our QA system is 
able to “understand” the documents and find the more relevant ones based on the users’ 
questions. 
To decrease the sensitivity of the term-based document retrieval strategy our system is 
going to use to retrieve the related documents for the users’ questions, we also imported 
the term stemming strategy into our document indexing process. The term-based 
document retrieval our system conducts only match the exact same terms in the 
documents to the users’ question. Those documents which contain the searched common 
terms then will be considered as the related documents with the questions. Thus, fewer 
related documents will be searched due to the sensitivity of this term matching process. 
The imported term stemming strategy strips each term of their prefixes and suffixes 
before indexing them. Therefore, terms which share the same stems will be treated as the 
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same terms during the indexing. Our system then is able to match the common terms 
without being disturbed by the term tenses, numbers and different formats.  
Another preparation before the document retrieval is the question processing. Our QA 
system simply detects and eliminates the high-frequency terms in the users’ questions 
based on the same list of stop words used in the document indexing. This step did not 
executed at the first time when our system receives users’ questions because the Google 
search engine also deletes the high-frequency words in the questions. Thus, our local 
stop-word elimination does not affect the Google search results. For matching with the 
documents which have been indexed with their stemmed terms, each term in the users’ 
question will also be stemmed in the same way with the terms in the document collection. 
After those two steps, the users’ questions will become the “pure” search queries and 
ready to be answered.    
At this point, our QA system has the indexed and evaluated documents in its collection 
and the “pure” question. Before it is ready to match the relevant documents to the query, 
one more important step is needed. Our QA system needs to extract the snippets of the 
searched related web pages in the text package the Google search engine sent back. As it 
was mentioned in the related works and will be completely discussed in the section 7, the 
web page snippets describe the connection between the search query and the web pages. 
They explain the reason why those web pages are searched to the query by the Google 
search engine. In other words, these snippets are highly related with the query which is 
the users’ question in our case. Our QA system utilizes this special characteristic of the 
snippets to expand our received question before the answer retrieval. With the help of this 
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query expansion, our QA system is able to detect more semantic connections between the 
documents and the questions.  
Following up is the core step of the system: the answer retrieval. Based on the important 
preparations made above, our system is able to go through each document in the 
collection and match the related ones to the expanded query. As long as a document 
shares a common term with the expanded query, it will be searched by our QA system. 
Furthermore, the searched documents are not sent back to the users directly as the 
candidate answers to be viewed. To reduce the users’ efforts searching for the best 
answers among the entire searched documents, our QA system ranks the candidate 
answers based on how similar they are individually with the question and presents them 
in the descending order based on their similarities. Thus, lists of retrieved and ranked 
candidate answers are presented to the users to answer their corresponding questions.  
This last step in Figure 2 is the query refinement. It is an optional step which only 
depends on users’ opinions of the candidate answers they just received. Users will be 
asked whether the retrieved documents have answered their questions or not. If their 
answers are no, the option of the query refinement will be offered to them to help them 
modify their questions. In the query refinement, users need to follow the three steps to 
optimize their queries. The first step is reediting their questions by adding or deleting 
terms if necessary. Secondly, they can also assign different numeric values to each of the 
terms in their questions to emphasize some key words. If a term in the question gets the 
highest value among others, this term will be treated as the key word during the next 
answer retrieval. The last refinement is combining the existing term-based query with a 
Boolean query. Users have this opportunity to bind a Boolean “NOT” query to their text 
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query. Any words assigned to the “NOT” query will lead the result that no documents 
which contain those particular terms are shown in the next search result. Thus, this 
Boolean query offers a strong restriction to narrow down the candidate answers next 
time. Moreover, those three refinement steps are optional to the users to choose. If a user 
skips the first step reediting the question, our QA system will not send the same question 
to the Google search engine but use the same document collection during the next answer 
retrieval. If the user changes the terms in the query, the new query will be sent to the 
Google search engine to retrieve the new relevant web pages as the materials for building 
up a completely new document collection. As it has been seen in Figure 2, the whole 
answer retrieval circulation will be executed again and again until the users are satisfied 
with the answers they received last time.              
4. Google Search Engine  
Since our ultimate goal is improving the retrieval of information from the Internet, our 
QA system uses the web pages on the Internet as our original information resource to 
process. On the other hand, to build up an open-domain QA system, we do need to have 
an access to a large knowledge source where the information on different topics is stored. 
By the help of the variety of the large knowledge source, our QA system will be able to 
deal with the questions in unlimited areas and answer them properly. Based on this 
system demand, the Internet is clearly the best choice for us. There are no other sources 
or databases work better than the Internet to offer our system the unlimited and up-to-date 
knowledge to process and retrieve. Moreover, the Internet contains the information in not 
only different domains but also different types. Besides the professional and formal 
knowledge such as the research articles and daily news, there is also the casual but 
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experiential information which usually can be found in the online forums and question 
and answer communities. Thus, if a user asks the question “can you show me some Spain 
travel tips”, our system is able to answer it with the information extracted from some 
Spain travel forums where other tourists share their experiences and recommendations at. 
Therefore, those are the two other main reasons we chose the Internet as the knowledge 
resource of our QA system.  
At the system designing phase, we had two options to design our system: a static system 
or a dynamic system. In our research, the static QA system is defined as the system which 
is attached with a solid and pre-process database. It largely predicts and imports the 
knowledge before it receives the questions from the users and may update its database 
occasionally. In most cases, the static QA systems are the close-domain QA systems. It is 
because they have to limit the topics of the users’ questions so that they can import the 
useful information in those limited areas for only once while they are preparing their 
knowledge databases. In other words, they have to make sure they only receive the 
questions which can be more likely answered by using their prepared database. The 
advantage of the closed-domain QA systems is that they can be better prepared for the 
questions since the knowledge are only needed from the limited areas. On the contrary, 
the dynamic QA systems do not fully prepare their knowledge databases before receiving 
the questions. They only import the knowledge purposefully when they know which field 
of information they need to answer a specific question. In other words, the dynamic QA 
systems treat the questions individually as the references of their knowledge importation. 
Thus, some of the open-domain QA systems can be classified into the dynamic QA 
system category. Based on our system demand discussed above, it was an easy decision 
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to make to build our QA system as an Internet-connected dynamic open-domain QA 
system. By following this system designing direction, our system was designed to be able 
to answer users’ questions in different and unlimited areas with the appropriate and up-
to-date information from the Internet.  
In order to keep a permanent access to the Internet and download the necessary 
information dynamically, our QA system needs to choose and connect to a web page 
search engine. There are three main facts to evaluate a web page search engine: coverage, 
efficiency and accuracy. An ideal web page search engine which reaches all the 
requirement of our QA system has to be able to visit all the web pages on the Internet; 
search an great amount of the pages in an acceptable time and retrieve only the relevant 
ones based on the search queries. Therefore, according to Appendix A and Appendix B, 
the Google search engine was the best choice for our system. Connecting to the Google 
search engine is helping us not only retrieve the huge amount of information online, but 
also analyze the users’ natural language questions without implementing the expensive 
and sophisticated NLP techniques. As the matter of fact, the Google search engine offers 
users a free access to connect with itself. Users can acquire the search results by sending 
the text queries to the Google search engine. By the help of this service, our QA system 
has been successfully connected with the Google search engine and utilizing its search 
results as our knowledge resource.       
The information communications between our system and the Google search engine are 
based on the search queries and text packages. Each time our QA system receives a text 
question from a user, it saves the original question in the local machine and send the 
question to the Google search engine as a piece of search query without any further 
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modifications. The Google search engine then will receive the query and search for the 
relevant web pages on the Internet based on it. The search result of Google is a list of 
searched links which are the addresses of the relevant web pages. After the Google search 
engine successfully produces this search result, it will comprise the result in a text 
package with a specific data structure. In this text package, there are not only the web 
page links the Google search engine searched, but also the valuable information such as: 
the titles of the searched web pages, the web page snippets which describe the connection 
between the search query and the corresponding web page, the total time the search 
process cost, etc. Therefore, we have designed a special web crawler in our QA system 
which is used for detecting and extracting the web page links from the text package. After 
the detection and extraction, the web crawler visits each searched web page and 
downloads the necessary information into our local machine. Moreover, those links are 
not the only information our system needs in the text package from the Google search 
engine. It also needs the web page snippets mentioned before. The web crawler also 
extracts and saves them into our system. The purpose of this step will be explained later 
in the section 7. So far, the web page links and snippets have been saved into our system 
for the answer retrieval.  
Furthermore, the main tasks of this web crawler of our QA system are visiting each 
corresponding web page based on the list of links it just saved and extracting the valuable 
and useful text information from them. Since the text contents on the web pages are 
mostly the main components on the Internet, our system only processes the text 
information as the knowledge resource to the users’ question. There are also a few facts 
affect the web crawler downloading the text information. Firstly, as it will be fully 
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explained in the following sections, our QA system is going to use the term-based 
document retrieval strategy to search for the potential answers in the document 
collection. This strategy only detects and determines which independent documents are 
qualified to answer the received question. Our system does not further extract a specific 
sentence from a particular document as a candidate answers.  
Moreover, as long as an independent document shares at least one common term with the 
question, this document will be matched to the question and completely presented to the 
users. Thus, the retrieved documents determine the readings the users have to make to 
find the expected answer. Thus, there were considerations about the size of each 
individual document in the collection. If the web crawler simply saves the searched web 
pages into our document collection completely as the separate text documents, since 
those pages have been approved by the Google search engine that they share the common 
words with the users’ question, they will all be matched by our QA system’s answer 
retrieval strategy and sent back to the users. Then there is no difference of the search 
results to the users between our QA system and the Google search engine. In other words, 
no improvement would have been made by our system. On the other hand, if the web 
crawler exacts each sentence from the searched web pages and store them separately as 
the independent documents, some important sentences which do not contain the common 
terms with the question may not be retrieved by our QA system. This is not acceptable 
neither since missing those sentences decreases the answer qualities of our QA system.  
Therefore, comparing with these two extreme cases above, our QA system makes a 
compromise between those two document downloading strategies: it saves the text 
information from the web pages based on their natural paragraph structures. Thus, the 
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text paragraphs on the web pages are distributed and stored separately into our collection 
as some independent documents. Since only a few of paragraphs will be sent back as the 
candidate answers, our system then has successfully narrowed down the useful 
information for the users and improved the retrieval results from the Google search 
engine. Because of the matched paragraphs also carry some other sentences which do not 
share the common terms with the questions but may be valuable, our system can also 
present an acceptable amount of extra related information along with the matched 
documents to expand and complete the potential answers.  
While the different paragraphs are downloading from the web pages, an efficient strategy 
to store them into our document collection is needed. First of all, as a dynamic QA 
system, our system initializes a complete new document collection each time it receives a 
new questions in order to keep the knowledge related and up to date. Therefore, before 
the new paragraphs are saved into the collection, the previews stored documents will be 
eliminated completely to initialize the whole document collection. Moreover, to identify 
the paragraphs correctly, the system names each text document with five digits 
exclusively. The first two digits specify the web page this document was extracted from. 
The Google search engine has ranked those searched web pages based on their relevance 
with the query. Theoretically, a higher rank a web page got, a bigger possibility this web 
page contains the correct answers. Thus, the ranks of the web pages denote the quality of 
their paragraphs. Therefore, our QA system uses the first two digits of each document’s 
name to store the rank information of its corresponding web page. During the future 
candidate answer ranking, these ranks will be considered as the references to evaluate the 
documents. The last three digits in the documents’ names are the identical information to 
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distinguish them individually. Thus, the dynamic document collection has been carefully 
built up and ready for the next process.             
5. Document Indexing  
After all the text contents from the searched web pages have been downloaded and stored 
properly into the document collection by our QA system, there are a few more steps to 
prepare the documents before the system starts to match some of them to the received 
question. The first step is to completely index all the documents. As our QA system deals 
with a text-based document collection, it needs to locate each term in the documents 
correctly and efficiently in order to match the common terms between the question and 
the documents.  This is the reason our QA system stores each identical term in the index 
with the documents’ IDs of which the term occurs. For example, if the term “mobile” 
appears in the document number 01011 and 05059, our QA system will attach those two 
document IDs to the word “mobile” in the index. In the answer retrieval coming next, if 
the term “mobile” is also found in the received question, our QA system then is able to 
match the document 01011 and 05059 to this question since they are related according to 
this common term.    
However, not every single term in the document collection should be indexed. The high-
frequency terms in the documents such as “in”, “to”, “at” do not need to be matched to 
the question since they do not represent the semantic meaning of each document and the 
question. Using those high-frequency terms in the document indexing and retrieval will 
decrease the quality of the candidate answers eventually. It is because more irrelevant 
documents which share some common but useless terms with the questions are retrieved 
by our system as well. Therefore, during the document indexing, our QA system ignores 
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all the high-frequency terms based on a list of stop words [67]. The words on the list will 
not be recorded with their occurrences so that the system will no check them during the 
common term matching. Based on the same purpose, our system also eliminates all the 
high-frequency terms in the users’ questions. Thus, no such terms appear and disturb the 
document retrieval.       
There is also another retrieval situation our QA system should avoid of. When a user ask 
the question “who sponsored the first Olympic Game”, the document “Evangelos Zappas, 
a wealthy Greek-Romanian philanthropist, was the sponsor of this event in 1856” which 
is the perfect answer to this question will not be retrieved. It is because this document 
does not share a common term with the question. To our QA system which indexes its 
document collection by using the spelling to identify each word, the terms “sponsor” and 
“sponsored” as two completely different terms to our system. Thus, the groups of English 
terms which share the common stems are not treated as common terms. It leads us to the 
result that valuable documents are missed during the answer retrieval like the situation 
mentioned above. To avoid it, our QA system conducts a process called term stemming. 
During the document indexing, while the system are recognizing and recording the each 
term, the term it is dealing with firstly is stripped of its suffix and prefix in order to be 
saved only with its stem. For example, the terms “sponsor”, “sponsored”, “sponsorship” 
will be stemmed and only the stem “spons” will be stored. The documents all those three 
terms appear will be recorded under the stem “sponsor”. Thus, our QA system will treats 
those three terms as the same term during the next common term matching. Same with 
the document term stemming, after the system receives a question from a user, each term 
in the question besides the high-frequency terms will be stemmed as well. Thus, the 
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question and documents from the example talked above will be match together based on 
the stemmed term “sponsor”. Therefore, the term stemming strategy helps our QA system 
match more relevant answers.  
This document indexing strategy makes sure our QA system locate the related documents 
for the users’ questions correctly and efficiently. The involved high-frequency word 
elimination and term stemming help the document retrieval match less irrelevant 
passages and more relevant candidate answers respectively.  
6. Term Weighting 
If more than one relevant document is retrieved by our QA system based on the received 
question, the system ranks those candidate answers in descending order based on their 
similarities to the question. Since the documents with higher ranks carry more valuable 
information, the ranking will save the users’ efforts of searching the expected answers 
among the entire retrieved documents. The document similarities are the standard to 
evaluate how similar a searched document is to the question. The document which is 
more similar with the received question is more likely containing the expected answer. It 
then should get higher rank among the retrieved documents so that it will be viewed by 
the users earlier. However, the number of common terms each retrieved document shares 
with the question is not the only information we use to measure the document similarity. 
Our system also considers how important each matched common term is in both the 
question and a specific document to determine how relevant this document is to the 
question.  We define the term importance here as the term weight and calculate this factor 
for the each term during the indexing.  
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Since each document in the collection is comprised by a number of terms, those terms 
then express the ideas and the details of the document they belong to. Therefore, 
understanding those terms helps us determine which documents are similar and how 
similar to the users’ questions. In other words, they affect the similarity between the 
documents they are contained by and the questions users asked. The way our QA system 
understands each document during the document indexing is firstly calculating the 
number of times each term occurs in a particular document. For example, if the term 
“lion” occurs 5 times in the document 06087 and 2 times in the document 03027, then to 
our QA system, the first document carries more information about lion than the second 
document. Furthermore, if a user asks the question “where do lions live”, the first 
document will be considered as more relevant to this question than the second one. It will 
certainly be ranked higher based on this fact. Therefore, the Term Frequency (TF) [68] of 
each term in the different documents is one of the facts our QA system considers to 
understand the documents and determine how relevant they are with the users’ questions.  
There is another factor term our system considers during the term weighting. It is called 
Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) [68].  Here is the formula of IDF: 
       
 
 
 
In this formula, the   represents the total number of documents the collection contains. 
The   indicates the number of documents a specific term occurs. Therefore, as long as 
our system has built up a document collection based on a particular received question, the 
  becomes a constant number. The only variable in this IDF formula is the   which 
depends on the term it represents for. For example, in a document collection which 
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contains 500 independent documents, if the term “lion” occurs in 233 documents, the IDF 
value of the term “lion” will be around 0.3316 based on the formula. Thus, the IDF value 
indicates only the document occurrences of a term in the whole collection. If the term 
“lion” occurs multiple times in one document, the IDF formula still only treats this fact as 
one time occurrence in that document. Therefore, the IDF value offers us a different and 
wider view of how important a specific term is in our document collection.  
Furthermore, there is the major difference between the TF value and the IDF value. a 
term has a higher TF value other terms’ in a specific document when it occurs more times 
than others terms in this document. On the contrary, since the variable   is the 
denominator of the constant   in the IDF formula, the IDF value goes lower if the 
corresponding term occurs in more documents in the collection than others. Thus, the 
variable   and the IDF value share an inverse ratio growth.  
Therefore, our system utilizes the combination of the TF and IDF weighting formulas 
which is called TF-IDF [68] to evaluate each term in the different document. The TD-
IDF weighting strategy helps the system understand how important a term is in not only 
one particular document but also the whole collection. Here is the formula of the TF-IDF 
weighting strategy: 
TF-IDF=       
Based on this formula, a term in a particular document gets a higher TF-IDF value means 
it occurs frequently in this document but not frequently in the whole collection. For the 
example talked above, the term “lion” occurs in 233 documents of a collection which 
contains 500 documents in toal and this term appears17 times in the particular document 
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05100, then the TF-IDF value of this term in the document 05100 is 17 * 0.3316 which is 
about 5.6372. Apparently, this TF-IDF value only indicates the weight of this specific 
term in this particular document. The same term in different documents may have 
different TF-IDF values.  
While Our QA system is indexing the document collection, it is evaluating each term in 
the different documents with the TF-IDF weighting strategy. Therefore, two kinds of 
information of each term are extracted from the documents during the indexing: the term 
location and the term weight. As it was explained before, the term stemming strategy and 
the high-frequency term elimination are also used during this process. Terms with the 
same stem are located and weighted as the same term and the high-frequency words on 
the list are ignored.  
To store the term locations and weights together for the coming process, our QA system 
uses the Vector Space Model (VSM) [68] as the matrix to save the index results. As it is 
shown in Figure 3, the x coordinate axis represents the identical terms in the whole 
document collection and the y coordinate axis specifies the document IDs. Each term’s 
weight in each document is saved as the value of each tuple in the matrix. For example, 
the     is the TF-IDF weight of term n in the document m.   
 
Figure 3 
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Finishing building up this indexed term matrix means this end of the document 
preparation. Thus, our QA system has successfully extracted and stored all the necessary 
information from newly created document collection. The information will be fully used 
in the next answer retrieval and ranking steps. 
7. Answer Retrieval 
After all the meaningful terms in the document collection have been successfully indexed 
and weighted, our QA system is ready to match some relevant documents to the received 
question. Certainly, as it was mentioned in the last section, the users’ questions also need 
to be stemmed and striped off the high-frequency terms in order to match to the potential 
documents which have been processed in the same way. During the answer retrieval, the 
qualified documents which are related to the received question should be searched and 
sent back to the users as a group of candidate answers.  
There are different strategies for searching the related documents. Using the traditional 
term-based document retrieval, some systems firstly distribute each term in the processed 
question. Each isolated term then is used as an independent token to match the same term 
stored in the document index. Since each term in the index has been attached with some 
document IDs as the term location, if a term marches with the token the system is holding 
with, all the documents which contain this term will be detected and sent back to the 
users. In other words, as long as a document shares at least one common term with the 
question, it will be searched as a relevant document. For example, for the question “who 
was the first American President”, it is firstly pre-processed by the system and only “first 
American President” will be left. These three terms then will be used as three different 
tokens in the document retrieval. If a document contains the same term with the first 
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token “President”, this document will be located and extracted from the collection. This 
process is repeated until all the text tokens in the received question have been matched 
separately. The entire matched documents will be treated as the related documents which 
have the potentials to answer the question.  
This traditional term-based document retrieval strategy has its own advantages and 
disadvantages. Comparing with the expensive and sophisticated pattern learning strategy 
and semantic analysis introduced in the literature survey, term-based document retrieval 
is more straightforward. It only requires the system to check the existences of the 
common terms between the question and each document. Also, it works great in the case 
of which the ideal answer in the collection does share the common terms with the 
question. This strategy makes sure the system does not miss this expected answer during 
common term matching. However, its disadvantages are also conspicuous. This strategy 
is apparently too sensitive to search for the real potential document. A document which 
only shares one common term with the received question will definitely be searched 
during the retrieval. Comparing with other searched documents which share more terms 
with the question, the quality of this document is lower. In other words, it has a lower 
ability to completely answer the question. Having this kind of documents in our candidate 
answers wastes users time and decreases the answer quality. Also, as the side effect of 
our term stemming process of the document indexing, more documents are able to be 
matched to the questions. Even a document which shares just a common stem instead of a 
complete common term with the question will still be searched and treated as a potential 
answer. For example: the document “He answered the phone as quick as he could” will 
be matched with the question “what is a question answering system”  due to the common 
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stem “answer”. Clearly, this document does not answer this question at all. Therefore, our 
QA system which utilizes this answer retrieval strategy has also been integrated with 
another process to solve the sensitivity discussed here. The process will be explained in 
the next section.   
Another disadvantage of the term-based document retrieval is the semantic information 
missing. The strategy is too arbitrarily to determine which documents are related to the 
questions. Again, only the documents which share the common terms with the questions 
can be retrieved. For the documents which contain the important information for 
answering the question but did not qualified to this comment-term requirement will be 
missed during the retrieval. This disadvantage predictably decreases the quality of the 
candidate answers as well. For example, the document “Artificial intelligence is the 
intelligence of machines and robots and the branch of computer science that aims to 
create it” is the ideal answer to the question “What is the AI”. However, since this 
document does not share any common terms or stems with the question, it will not be 
matched as the candidate answer. Therefore, to avoid the missing of the semantic 
information, the improvements are needed to our term-based document retrieval strategy.  
Based on the Mehran and Timothy’s work [63] introduced in the related work, they have 
designed and implemented a simple but powerful retrieval strategy to detect the existence 
of the semantic connection between the question and each of the documents. Specifically, 
they took the advantage of the search results from the Google search engine to 
accomplish this task. In the search results of Google, there is a special type of 
information called web page snippet. Each web page snippet is shown under the web 
page link in the search result page. It describes the reason that the corresponding web 
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page was matched to the search query. It contains the web page sentences’ segments 
which share the common terms with the query. For example, if a user searches the 
question “what is the AI” with the Google search engine, the first web page snippet under 
the first matched web page is “WHAT IS ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI)? ... This 
article for the layman answers basic questions about artificial intelligence. The opinions 
expressed here are not”.  This snippet implicitly explains the reason that this web page 
matched with the search query since they share the common term “AI”.  
Furthermore, the snippets retrieved during the webpage searching contain not only the 
common terms matched with the question, but also the extra terms which are highly 
related to the question. Mehran and Timothy utilized this feature to expand the received 
question with the more related terms from the snippets to retrieve more related 
documents in the collection. Based on the example talked above, with the help of the 
snippet “WHAT IS ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE ... This article for the layman 
answers basic questions about artificial intelligence… The opinions expressed here are 
not”, the question “what is the AI” is expanded with the phrase “artificial intelligence”. 
Therefore, the document “Artificial intelligence is the intelligence of machines and robots 
and the branch of computer science that aims to create it” now shares this common 
phrase with the expanded question. It will then be successfully retrieved by the improved 
term-based answer retrieval strategy.  
Furthermore, Mehran and Timothy expanded not only the questions but also each 
document in the database with their corresponding web page snippets from the Google 
search engine. Each question and document is sent to the Google search engine separately 
as a piece of search query to acquire the snippets from the matched web pages. After 
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receiving the snippets for a specific document or question, only top 50 terms which have 
the highest TF-IDF values will be saved to expand this document or question. Thus, the 
question and documents are all expanded with 50 related terms individually. After the 
expansions, more useful documents which originally did not share any common terms 
with the question then have a higher possibility to contain some common terms and be 
matched to the question.  
Mehran and Timothy’s snippet search strategy is simple and powerful. Because without 
requiring the system to be integrated with the expansive and complicated semantic 
analysis, it still is able to catch the semantic connection between the documents and the 
question. This was the reason their work came to our attention at the first place. Since our 
QA system missed the semantic information by only using the traditional term-based 
search strategy and also the system has been receiving the text packages which contain 
the web page snippets from the Google search engine, it was a certain decision for us to 
embed Mehran and Timothy’s snippet searching strategy into our QA system.  
However, there is a major limitation of this strategy. Mehran and Timothy claimed that 
their snippet searching strategy works for the query suggestion system. In the query 
suggestion system, a query collection is prepared before the system receives a new query. 
Each existing query in the collection will be sent to the Google search engine to get the 
web page snippets as its expansion materials and be expanded by those snippets. When a 
user submits a new query to this system, the expanded and related queries in the 
collection will be matched to the user’s query and shown as some suggestions to the user 
for a better search result. Therefore, the query suggestion system only needs to expand 
their query collection once during the preparation. However, as a dynamic QA system, 
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our system initializes the document collection each time it receives a new query. In most 
cases, there are more than 200 documents in the collection each time. It means if our 
system completely follows Mehran and Timothy’s retrieval strategy, it has to send more 
than 200 queries to the Google search engine to expand the new received question and 
the new collected documents every time it answers the question. The time spent on this 
document preparation will be expectedly long and unaffordable to the users and our 
system. Also, those 200 documents will be expanded with the new related 50 terms 
individually. It means there are 10,000 new words adding into our document collection. 
Our QA system will have to spend more time on document retrieval and ranking in the 
next steps.  
Therefore, we have modified and improved Mehran and Timothy’s searching strategy in 
order to embed it into the dynamic QA systems like ours. We keep the step which is 
expanding the users’ questions by the web page snippets. Since our system has been 
designed to send the received questions to the Google search engine as the search queries, 
those questions then will be expanded by the corresponding web page snippets extracted 
from the text packages the Google search engine sends back.  
Furthermore, there are two main reasons we do not further expand the documents in our 
collection after the question expansion. First of all, as it was explained above, our QA 
system cannot afford to send more than 200 documents to the Google search engine every 
time in order to answer a particular question. The time complexity is too big to be 
accepted. Secondly, the query suggestion system which Mehran and Timothy’s strategy 
works well with collects the queries from different resources and builds up its own query 
collection before receiving any questions from the users. Thus, the queries the query 
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suggestion system collects originally have no connections between each other or with the 
future users’ own queries. On the contrary, the documents stored in our QA system are 
collected based on each question the system receives. Our QA system finds those 
documents only because the Google search engine searched them from the Internet based 
on the specific question. These documents were the paragraphs on the searched web 
pages. Thus, the documents and the question are implicitly connected in our QA system 
at the beginning. If our system also sends those documents to the Google search engine as 
the search queries to expand them with their web pages snippets. Most of the document 
including some irrelevant ones will be matched to the users’ question at the end due to 
their new expansions. For example: in Figure 4 the document    which was a paragraph 
from the web page    is actually not related to the question q. The web page   was 
searched by the Google search engine based on the question q. Therefore, the question q 
will get expanded as the strategy by the snippet    from the web page  . If we also 
expand the document    by sending it back to the Google search engine to search for the 
related web pages and the web page snippets, the web page    to which the document 
  belongs will definitely be searched again. Then the document    will get expanded by 
the snippet    from the same web page   . Thus, there is a high possibility that the 
snippets    and    share some common terms since they are all from web page  .  And 
the expanded irrelevant document    will possibly be matched to the expanded question 
q by the term-based document retrieval strategy.     
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Figure 4 
Based on those two reasons, our QA system only expand the users’ questions by the web 
page snippets extracted from the text package the Google search engine sends back. No 
documents in the document collection are expanded. After the question expansion, the 
traditional term-based answer retrieval strategy will be executed as being explained at the 
first section. In the evaluation section, the remarkable improvement made by our 
modified snippet search strategy will be shown to prove its ability.       
8. Candidate Answer Ranking 
Our QA system also ranks the retrieved the documents which share one or more common 
terms with the expanded question. The ranking process is based on the similarity between 
each retrieved document and the question. After the ranking, each retrieved document has 
been evaluated and assigned with a numeric value indicating how similar and related it is 
to the question. The ranking result is presented back to the users in descending order of 
Web Page   
Document    
Snippet    Snippet    
 
Question   
   +      +    
A paragraph of The search query of offers 
to expand to expand 
is expanded into is expanded into 
do not share the common terms  
possibly share the common terms  
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the retrieved documents’ similarity values. Thus, a document which is more similar to a 
user’s question gets a higher rank. The documents with the higher ranks are expected to 
have stronger abilities to answer the question and will be viewed earlier by the users.  
There are two reasons of using ranking strategy after the document retrieval. First of all, 
the ranking process helps the users find their answers with fewer efforts. In most cases, 
users do not need to go though the entire retrieved documents. They will find the 
expected answers among the top 10 to 20 retrieved documents. But without the ranking 
process, our QA system will only send the searched documents to the users in a random 
order. The worst case then will be the users find the correct answer at the last document 
they are viewing with. Moreover, the ranking process also solves the sensitivity of the 
term-based document retrieval strategy. As it was explained in the last section, as long as 
a document shares at least one common term with the question, it will be considered as a 
related document with the question and sent back to the users. Therefore, the users of our 
QA system receive the searched documents more than they need. It is not efficient to 
them to go through all of the retrieved documents looking for the best answer. It is 
neither the satisfied result our system can accept. Therefore, as it was talked before, the 
system has been integrated with a list of stop words to prevent the document search 
strategy from matching too many irrelevant documents to the questions. The high-
frequency terms on the list such like “what”, “here”, “and”, etc. are not treated as the 
useful common terms and will not be able to largely raise the number of retrieved 
documents. Here, the ranking strategy is another important way to narrow down the 
number of retrieved documents the users need to go through and improve the sensitivity 
of the term-based document retrieval eventually. The irrelevant ones and less related ones 
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among all the retrieved documents will be ranked at the lower positions in the list. Before 
the users go through them, the users have probably found the answer they need.   
The Cosine Coefficient Similarity Measure (CCSM) [68] is one of the traditional 
measures to evaluate the similarity between two text documents. In our case, the 
questions from the users are treated as the short documents to compare the similarities 
with the searched documents from our collection. The CCSM utilizes the TF-IDF term 
weighting value to determine how similar two documents are. Here is the formula of the 
CCSM: 
similarity (j, q) = 
∑        
 
   
√∑     
 
    √∑    
  
   
 
In the formula, the q represents the question; the j is the index of the searched document. 
Moreover, the i indicates the index of the common term which is shared by the document 
j and the question q.  There are n common terms between the document j and the question 
q. Therefore, the     is the weighting value of the term i in the document j; the     is the 
weight of the term i in the question q. In our QA system, the TF-IDF weight of each term 
in the different documents has been evaluated and stored during the document indexing. 
Each weight of the term in the question has been initialized with the weight value 1 in 
order to treat them equally during the initial candidate answer ranking. The users later 
will be asked about their personal opinions about each term weight in their questions 
during the question refinement step. The new weights will be attached to the questions’ 
terms after the users finish that step. And a new similarity measurements and ranking 
result should be made based on the new weights the question terms got. This extra step 
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will be fully explained in the next section. Here, in the initial searched document 
similarity measurement, the prepared term weights of the common terms will be used to 
calculate the similarity between each document and the question. Here is an example in 
Figure 5 to better explain this calculation. In this example, the similarity value between 
the question Q and the document    is measured by using the CCSM. The similarity is 
about 0.9973. Since the similarity value range of the CCSM is from 0 to 1, the document 
   then is considered as highly similar to the question Q.       
 
Figure 5 
Q: who is the Prime Minister of Canada? 
                   Q: Prime Minister Canada 
Term Weight:    1            1            1 
  : Stephen Harper is the Prime Minister of Canada 
Question Process 
Document Indexing and Term Weighting 
                   : Stephen Harper Prime Minister Canada 
Term Weight:     4            5           6         6             7 
The Common Terms: Prime Minister Canada 
similarity (  , Q) = 
           
√         √        
 ≈ 0.9973 
Document 
Matching 
Cosine Coefficient Similarity Measure 
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That is how Our QA system utilizes the original CCSM to measure the similarities 
between the expanded question and the retrieved documents and rank those documents 
based on their similarity values. However, our system is not just dealing with some 
general text documents in its collection, it actually retrieves and ranks some carefully 
collected and prepared documents. Those documents used to be the paragraphs in the 
related web pages searched by the Google search engine with the users’ question. 
Therefore, we have also modified the original CCSM to adjust it to work better with our 
special documents for not missing their specialties. 
First of all, the quality of the web page each document was downloaded from is treated as 
an important factor in our Modified Cosine Coefficient Similarity Measure (MCCSM). 
Since our system receives a list of ranked links from the Google search engine each time, 
it treats the rank information as the indicator of the corresponding web page quality. A 
web page link gets a higher rank means this web page has more related text content to the 
search query which is the users’ question. Therefore, the documents in our collection are 
firstly grouped by their original web pages’ ranks. It is because the text content on each 
web page is distributed by our system based on its natural paragraph structure. Thus, if 
our system receives the top 10 web page links from the Google search engine, then there 
will be 10 groups of paragraphs saved in to our document collections. Those 10 groups of 
documents have different qualities based on the list of ranked links. Our system stores the 
corresponding the web page’s rank information into a document’s name during the 
document preparation. While a retrieved document is evaluated for the similarity with the 
question, this quality information will be exacted from its file name and used into the 
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similarity measurement. The formula below describes the MCCSM which has been 
adjusted by the information of the web page ranks.  
similarity (j, q) = 
∑        
 
   
√∑     
 
    √∑    
  
   
*
 
√  
 
In the formula, besides the variables introduced above, the new variable    is the rank of 
the web page the document j was downloaded from. Because the range of original CCSM 
is from 0 to 1, the rank information is first normalized as 
 
√  
. It is also because our QA 
system treats this factor as just one of the references to calculate the document similarity. 
It is supposed to be working with other factors to determine the similarity result. For 
example, if the document j is from the web page which is the second one on the ranked 
list, then the original similarity between the document j and the question q will be 
multiplied with the value of 0.87. However, if the web page is the first one on the list, 
then the similarity of the document j will be multiplied by the value of 1. Thus, the rank 
is higher; the similarity of the document gets bigger. This example is also explained in 
Figure 6.  
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Figure 6 
Moreover, since the documents were the paragraphs on the web pages, the length of each 
retrieved document is also being considered into our similarity measurement. Based on 
our observation, a longer paragraph on a web page mostly contains more valuable 
information. Again, like the rank information of the searched web pages, the length of a 
specific retrieved document is only one of the factors which are affecting the similarity 
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result. When we were embedding this factor into our MCCSM formula, we carefully used 
the normalization to allow it only genteelly affect our result. The formula is shown 
below. 
 similarity (j, q) = 
∑        
 
   
√∑     
 
    √∑    
  
   
*
 
√  
*(1- 
 
  
) 
The    in the formula is the length of the document j. It denotes the number of identical 
terms in the document j. The high-frequency terms have been eliminated from the 
document j. And the repeating terms in the document j are counted as one term in this 
formula. 
Thus, the formula below is the ultimate MCCSM our QA system uses to calculate the 
similarity between each retrieved document and the question. It has been carefully 
integrated with the web page rank information and the document length based on the 
special features of our document collection. The improvement of these two modifications 
will be presented in the evaluation section.  
similarity (j, q) = 
        ∑        
 
    
√∑     
 
    √∑    
  
    √     
 
9. Query Refinement 
In our QA system, after the users receive and go through a list of ranked candidate 
answers, they will be asked for their opinions about the quality of those answers by the 
question “Did those documents answer your question”. If the answer is yes, that means 
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the users have been satisfied with the search results and they have found the useful 
answers in an acceptable time. If the answer is no, it means either our QA system have 
not successfully retrieved the expected answer for the users or the users did not find it 
among as many candidate answers as they can go through. The users then will be offered 
an opportunity to refine the query by giving more explicit and useful search clues to our 
system to change the components and the ranks of the next search result. The next 
retrieved candidate answers are expected to have more correct answers with the higher 
ranks.   
There are three steps in the query refinement for the users to follow. The first one is 
asking the users to reedit their text questions. The users can add and eliminate some 
necessary and useless terms respectively in their questions. Different from those popular 
web page search engines’ advance search pages, the users in our QA system have the 
previews search results on the same page with the refinement as their references of 
making changes to their queries. We believe this special improvement helps our users 
better understand the influence of each term they typed in their questions last time and 
make better questions this time. For example, if a user who is seeking for the information 
that the population of London in Ontario asked the question “what is the population of 
London” at the first time, the most of the candidate answers this user got for the first time 
is the population of the city London in United Kingdom. By using this search result as the 
reference of the query refinement, this user will learn to specify the city into the province 
of Ontario. And he or she will probably get the expected information next time. However, 
this step is not mandatory to the users to follow. They can skip this one and make the 
changes in the next two steps. Therefore, if the query has not been revised at all, our QA 
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system will not send it to the Google search engine again as a new search query. Because 
the new Google search result would still be the same if our system did. And the new 
prepared document collection would be the same with the last collection. Therefore, the 
previews document collection and the index will be kept in our system to avoid 
downloading the same related web pages again and save the answer retrieval time 
eventually. If the users did make some changes to their queries, then the new queries will 
be sent to the Google search engine to acquire the new related web pages as the new 
knowledge source. Then both the previews document collection and the index will be 
replaced by the new ones. At last, the new candidate answers will be searched from the 
new document collection based on the new question. Therefore, the query reediting 
completely affects the entire search result including the members of the candidate 
answers and their ranks.  
The second step in the query refinement is letting the users evaluate each term in their 
questions and assign a numeric value from 1 to 10 to it. The users can attach the different 
values to the different terms in the questions based on their opinions of how important 
those terms are in their queries respectively. In other words, the new term values of the 
questions’ terms will be treated as the new term weights in the next candidate answer 
ranking process. As it was mentioned before, our QA system initializes the weight of 
each term in the question with the value of 1 in order to treat them equally in the first 
candidate answer ranking with the MCCSM. In this query refinement, the users can 
emphasized some important terms by attaching some bigger term weights to those terms. 
Our system will use these new weights to list the documents which are more related to 
those emphasized terms with the higher ranks. For example, the question “who is the first 
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President of America to visit Europe” retrieves also some documents which introduce the 
Presidents in Europe. If the user who asked this question attached a bigger weight to the 
term “America” than “Europe”, the documents which contain the information about the 
President of America will be ranked higher than the documents which introduce the 
Presidents in Europe. The user then can find some useful retrieved documents with less 
time spent. Thus, the question term weighting does not change the members of the 
candidate answers but the ranks of them.  
The last step of the query refinement is binding a Boolean query with the term-based 
query. As the disadvantage of the traditional term-based document search strategy our 
QA system uses, the strategy does not offer the function as the Boolean operator “NOT” 
does. It only searches the documents which the users are willing to read. It does not filter 
the documents which the users do not expect to see specifically. That is why we can 
utilize the function of the Boolean operator “NOT” to help the users indicate one or more 
terms which are not expected to be seen in the retrieval result. In other words, as long as a 
document which contains one of the terms mentioned in the Boolean query, this 
document should not be retrieved even if it also shares some common terms with the 
question. The users in this step can build up their own Boolean queries with the 
unwelcomed terms. For example, a user asked the question “how to cook some sweet 
corns” in our QA system. Our system then sends this question to the Google search 
engine to search for some relevant web pages. During the Google search process, some 
web pages which contain the recipe of cooking the salty corns are considered as the 
related web pages to the query and will be shown in the Google search result. Our QA 
system then will download those web pages and save their text contents into our 
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document collection. Thus, since some documents which came from the salty corn web 
pages share the common terms “cook” and “corns” with the question, they will definitely 
be retrieved by the system and presented to the user. However, they are clearly not the 
recipes the user is looking for and their existences in the candidate answers may disturb 
the user’s answer searching. Therefore, the user can use the Boolean query “NOT” to 
restrict those documents showing in the candidate answers. For doing it, the user can 
simply add the term “salty” in the Boolean “NOT” query. In the next answer retrieve 
process, as long as a document which contains the term “salty”, it will not be retrieved by 
our QA system or shown back to the user. Thus, same with the question reediting but 
different from the question term weighting, the Boolean query changes the members of 
the candidate answers.    
Again, same with the first step in this query refinement, the second and third step are also 
not mandatory to the users to finish. Those three steps are all independent and affect the 
future search result separately. This query refinement will be executed repeatedly until 
the users find their expected answers.          
10. Implementation 
In order to test and make use of the MCCSM algorithm and the modified and improved 
term-based document search strategy, we have successfully implemented them together 
as a complete and functioning QA system. This QA system is dynamically connected 
with the Google search engine to access the abundant and up-to-date online information. 
Users can ask their questions in natural English on the unlimited topics to our system. 
Based their questions, our system is able to answer them with numbers of related and 
ranked documents as the candidate answers. Thus, the users can find the needed and 
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correct information among those retrieved documents with less time spent. The QA 
system then is able to improve the quality of the online information retrieval eventually.  
During the implementation, we used Java with the NetBeans IDE 7.0.1 as our 
programming language and the coding environment. NetBeans offered us a visualized 
coding environment so that we could program and design the User Interface at the same 
time with a more straightforward view. The class-based and object-oriented features of 
Java programming language offered us an ideal programming structure to use to 
implement our algorithms and strategies. We were able to code the different steps of the 
process as the different classes in the separate objects. Thus, it is easier and clearer to 
monitor and test their functions and performance individually. It will be also easier to 
control the affections of the future modifications. Furthermore, the various useful code 
libraries of Java were the great helps to us during the coding. We could utilize the 
different libraries’ existing functions into our program to be more efficient.  
Lucene [69] is the main code library we used in our program. It is an information 
retrieval library that helps different applications with their local document searching 
functions. There were two reasons we chose Lucene to be one of our external code 
libraries. Firstly, it is easy to be embedded into most of the projects. The coding package 
of Lucene is only around 11 MB large. As long as it has been imported into a program, 
the basic searching functions can be implemented with just several lines. Also, Lucene 
offers the profession users to overwrite some of its main classes including the document 
ranking class. Researchers like us are able to implement their own document retrieval and 
ranking algorithms by overwriting them on the Lucene’s corresponding classes.  
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Therefore, in our QA system, we have imported Lucene into our document indexing 
process and overwritten it with our own strategy. We use Lucene to index the text 
documents once they are downloaded into our collection. Lucene is able to locate each 
identical text term in each document and store their locations into the index file which is 
saved as a local file for the future process. Instead of using the standard analyzer of 
Lucene to detect the term while indexing, we imported a new analyzer to stem each term 
and eliminate the high-frequency words as the same time. Thus, the terms indexed by our 
system have been stemmed as we explained in the document indexing section. 
Meanwhile, there are no high-frequency terms such as “in”, “I”, “it”, etc. existing in the 
index. Furthermore, we utilized a special feature of Lucene to save the rank of the web 
page each document was extracted from. The web pages’ ranks, as we explained in the 
document preparation section, have been saved into the documents’ file names. During 
the document indexing, this information is extracted from the documents’ names again 
and saved into the index file indicating how potential those documents may be 
individually.  It is prepared for the future candidate answer ranking process.  
Our system also utilized Lucene in the document searching and ranking process. The 
received question is saved as the search query. Apparently, the search query should be 
processed firstly with the stemming strategy and the list of high-frequency words before 
the document matching. It is because the indexed terms stored in the documents have 
been stemmed in the same way. The search query can only match them if it is stemmed as 
well. Moreover, we delete the high-frequency words from the query for retrieving less 
irrelevant documents. Our system then goes through the index files to match the common 
stems between a document and the processed search query. After all the documents 
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which share as least one common term with the search query have been retrieved by our 
system, they will be scored and ranked based on how similar they are to the query. 
Lucene has its own similarity measure algorithm which was originally developed from 
the CCSM.  However, it also offers an option to the professional users to overwrite their 
different similarity measure algorithms on the existing class. Therefore, our system has 
overwritten the default similarity measurement with the MCCSM to rank the candidate 
answers based on our own algorithm. Specifically, as it was explained in section of the 
candidate answer ranking, there are four variables in our MCCSM: TF, IDF, the web 
page rank and the document length. We use Lucene to calculate the values of TF and 
IDF. The web page rank and the document length of each document were prepared 
additionally during the document indexing. Thus, our QA system can use the values of 
those four variables in the MCCSM to calculate the documents’ similarities and rank 
those documents for the users to view.         
Our QA system does not have to set up a formal database based on the system demands: 
all the local files created during the process need to be initialized every time our system 
receives a new query; usually only 350 documents are processed by the system at a time. 
The user’s inputs, the intermediate products and the final outputs are saved separately in 
the different text files. In the document collection, the extracted documents from the web 
pages are named with the five identical digits. The document index information is saved 
in the index files. There are also a few more text documents created by our system to save 
the users’ questions, the web page snippets and the information of the query refinement. 
Their purposes and usages will be explained below.  
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As it was mentioned above, we used the NetBeans IDE 7.0.1 as a Graphic User Interface 
(GUI) builder to design the UI of our QA system. The first original search page is shown 
in Figure 7. It is the first page our system shows to the users for interacting with them. 
They can type in their text questions in the search box. The unnecessary symbols such as 
“!”, “?” and “.”, etc. in the questions will be eliminated before they are sent to the Google 
search engine. Our system also converts the users’ questions into the formal search 
queries which the Google search engine reads only. The whole searching process is 
started once the users click on the search button. After our system receives the Google’s 
search result back, the complete documents preparation, document retrieval and candidate 
answer ranking are going to be accomplished one by one. The ranked candidate answers 
then will be shown in the text box for the users to view. Moreover, the question “did the 
result answer your question” shows up along with the candidate answers, the users can 
answer it with the yes or no bottoms. If they click on yes bottom, a small new window 
will pop out welcoming them to go back and search more questions in our system. The 
users can then use the reset button to clean the previews question and candidate answers. 
If they choose no, the advanced search page for the query refinement will be shown to 
them. The current original search window will be closed automatically. Last, the users 
can end their search process by clicking on the exit bottom.       
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Figure 7 
While the users are asking and searching their questions in the original search page, there 
are different documents created to serve the different functions. The query document 
saves the current original question from a user. This document will be read again in the 
advanced search page to show the user’s original question and let him or her revise it. A 
document called Google feedback will be created for saving the text package which 
includes the relevant web page links from the Google search engine. After the system 
detects and extracts the needed information from this document: a list of ranked web page 
links and the web page snippets, those two types of information will be saved into two 
documents for the next process. Furthermore, our QA system reads and presents the 
candidate answers which are retrieved based on a user’s question and saved in the result 
document.  
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In the advanced search page shown in Figure 8, the users who were not satisfied by the 
previews candidate answers will have a simple and straight forward instruction to help 
them modify their questions on this page. They will be asked to reedit their question first. 
Their original question has been shown in the text box once this page is popped out so 
that the users do not have to remember what exactly they asked before. After they finish 
editing the terms in their queries, they can click on the done bottom to execute the next 
step. The second step of query refinement is assigning different numeric weights to each 
term of the users’ newly revised questions. By following the instruction, the users will be 
informed that for typing the term weights in the text box each term weight should be in 
the range of 1 to 10 and connected by the “+” operator. Their inputs of this step will be 
checked by our system in case some terms have not received the proper wrights. The 
users will be notified if there are some illegal inputs. They can only see the done bottom 
when their inputs have been checked and successfully qualified. The last step of this page 
is binding an extra Boolean “NOT” query with the text question. As it was explained in 
the section of query refinement, the users can type in the term they do not expect to see in 
the future candidate answers. While the users are refining their questions on this page, 
they also have the previews search result shown on the right side of the window. By 
having it as a reference, the users will better understand the power of their words during 
the answer retrieval and carefully submit a more robust question next time. Those three 
steps of the refinement are all optional. The users can simply skip some of them by 
clicking the skip bottoms under each text box.  
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Figure 8 
On this advanced search page, at most three new documents are created during the users’ 
refinement. The revised new query will be still saved into the same query document to 
replace the previews one. This document will be read again when the new query is ready 
to be search. If a user chooses to skip this step, a new document indicating that there is no 
change for the last query will be created and saved. Our QA system then will be informed 
by this document that no new query needs to be sent to the Google search engine again. 
Then the answer retrieval will be executed based on the same document collection 
extracted last time. Moreover, the new term weights created in the second step will be 
saved into the document called query weights for the usage of the next document 
retrieval. Similarly, the terms which are going to compose the Boolean “NOT” query are 
stored in the NOT document.  
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After the users finished all three steps on the refinement page, the newly initialized 
original search page will replace this page and the new or old question will be shown in 
the search box. The users only need to click to the search bottom to execute a new answer 
search process. All the new made modifications, query term weights and the Boolean 
“NOT” query will be involved during the next retrieval for the better candidate answers.  
The users can keep refining their questions by clicking the no bottom to call the advanced 
search page several times. We have designed the exit bottom and the window close 
bottom to help them halt the searching circulation.      
11. Evaluations  
Since we have modified both the traditional term-based document search strategy by 
expanding the search queries and the CCSM algorithm to calculate the similarity of the 
retrieved documents from the web pages, we needed to design two evaluation schemes to 
test those two modified algorithms separately. Instead of having subjective surveys 
collecting the users’ experiences and opinions of our system, we preferred to evaluate 
them with some scalable and objective evaluations. Only the figures can prove the 
improvements and the performances of those two modified algorithms.  
11.1 Evaluation on Document Retrieval Strategy  
To evaluate our modified and improved document retrieval strategy which expands the 
received questions in our QA system, there are two factors need to be considered. First of 
all, one of them is how many relevant documents our system is able to retrieve from the 
document collection based on a question. The purpose of designing the search query 
expansion which is about adding the web page snippets to the query is helping our system 
retrieve more semantically related documents from the collection. Therefore, we are 
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expecting our system is able to retrieve more relevant documents with the modified 
document retrieval strategy than using the traditional strategy. Another factor to consider 
the improvement is the number of irrelevant documents our system searches back. Since 
the raise of the number of the retrieved documents is not avoidable in our strategy, we 
need to calculate how many irrelevant documents are also sent back to the users which 
will disturb them searching their ideal answers.  
Therefore, we utilized two evaluation formulas to scale the performance and the 
improvement of our new document search strategy. The first formula is called recall [68]. 
It is shown below. 
recall = 
                                      
                                                       
  
Thus, in our case, recall is the proportion of the relevant documents retrieved by our QA 
system among all the relevant documents in the local collection based on a specific 
question. It scales our QA system’s searching ability. As a QA system, our system is 
supposed to retrieve the related documents to the question as many as possible to fully 
answer the question. As it has been seen in the formula, the higher the value of recall is; 
the stronger searching ability our system performs.    
The second formula involved in our evaluation is called precision [68]. The formula is 
shown below. 
precision= 
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Thus, the precision indicates the ratio of retrieved relevant documents to the entire 
retrieved documents of our system. It scales the how precise our QA system is able to 
search for the useful documents based on a question. The value of the precision is higher 
means the system can retrieve more relevant documents and less irrelevant ones. Since 
there is no document retrieval strategy can perfectly retrieve the entire relevant 
documents without also retrieving some irrelevant ones at the same time, an information 
system which tries to retrieve more documents to raise the proportion of retrieved 
relevant documents gets a higher recall value but lower precision. It means the more 
relevant documents it retrieves, the more irrelevant documents it gets as well. Therefore, 
the precision evaluation value shares an inverse ratio growth with the recall value. We 
used both of the recall and precision formulas to evaluate our new document search 
strategy to have a more general view of its performance.   
In order to evaluate our document retrieval strategy with the recall and precision 
introduced above, we need to go through the retrieved candidate answers each time we 
are testing our system with a question. However, our QA system builds up a temporary 
document collection ever time for each testing question. That means we have to go 
through each document in the collection to determine whether it is related to a specific 
question and supposed to be retrieved. If we test our system with 50 questions, we will 
have to evaluate 50 document collections with around 350 documents in each of them. 
Therefore, we needed a group of carefully collected documents as our local document 
collection and some designed questions based on those documents. Each question’s 
relevant documents in the collection should be already known before the answer retrieval. 
Then we are able to scale how many relevant documents our system retrieved by 
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comparing with a standard answer list of each question to calculate the value of recall and 
precision. Furthermore, building up such a document collection with some answered 
questions is difficult and expensive. It involves a number of professional researchers to 
completely understand and correctly evaluate each document in the collection several 
times in order to determine whether it is related to each designed question.  
Therefore, we were using a document collection and some questions from SMART
1
. 
SMART have designed six groups of text articles and corresponding questions for the 
researchers to test their document retrieval systems. It also offers the relations between 
each document and each question in each group. The relations indicate the relevant 
documents to the different questions. We imported one group of articles as our local 
document collection and the corresponding questions as the search queries. In this 
document collection, there are 82 documents with total 2402 terms, SMART have 
designed 35 testing questions and their document relations in this collection. SMART 
defines a relevant document to a specific questions not based on the number of common 
terms they share together. A document is only related to a question if it is semantically 
relevant to the question. We used our QA system to answer each of the questions based 
on this document collection and compared the retrieved documents with its document 
relation. For comparing the different results between our new document search strategy 
and the traditional strategy, we answered each question twice. At the first time we simply 
used the testing questions as the search queries. It was the way of the traditional 
document retrieval strategy. At the second time we sent each question to the Google 
search engine to receive the snippets of its related web pages. Then we expanded the 
                                                          
1
 ftp://ftp.cs.cornell.edu/pub/smart/ 
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question with the received snippets and used the expanded question as the search query to 
retrieve the documents. Each time, we recorded the total number of documents the 
system retrieved and the number of relevant documents retrieved based on the question 
document relations SMART offered us. Therefore, we were able to calculate the values 
recall and precision after answering each question with the two different strategies. Here 
are the evaluation results we acquired.  
 
Figure 9 
Figure 9 shown above is comprised by two groups of recall values. The dotted line with 
the triangle markers represents the 35 recall values produced by the traditional document 
retrieval strategy which only searches the documents with the original queries. The real 
line with the diamond markers denotes another 35 recalls which were calculated for our 
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new retrieval strategy which uses the expanded queries. The X axis is the recall range 
from 0 to 1. The Y axis represents the index of each question our system answered. As it 
has been seen in Figure 9, to each question, the recall of the new retrieval strategy was 
equal or bigger than the recall of the traditional strategy. When the new strategy’s recall 
was higher than the traditional one’s, it means our system retrieved more relevant 
documents by using the new strategy than the traditional strategy. When the two recalls 
were the same, it means expanding the question did not help our system retrieve more 
relevant documents. In other words, expanding the question was either not necessary 
since the traditional strategy had retrieved all the relevant documents based on a testing 
question or not helpful to our system to retrieve more relevant documents in the 
collection when the traditional strategy did not retrieved them all. As a matter of fact, 
over the 35 designed questions, the average recall of the new strategy is approximate 
0.80. But the average recall of the traditional strategy is around 0.56. Thus, our new 
document retrieval strategy helped the system retrieve 1.4 times more relevant documents 
from the collection than the traditional strategy did.  
We have also calculated the 35 pairs of precision values by answering each question with 
those two retrieval strategies. In Figure 10, the real line with the diamond markers 
represents the recalls of new retrieval strategy and the dotted line with the triangle 
markers denotes the recalls of the traditional strategy. The X axis denotes the value of 
each precision and the Y axis indicates the index of each question. Each time, the new 
strategy’s precision was really close but still higher than the precision of the traditional 
strategy. For answering all 35 questions, the average precision of the new strategy was 
about 0.050 and the traditional one’s was around 0.048. It means our new document 
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retrieval strategy helped our system retrieve less irrelevant documents than the original 
strategy did.  
 
Figure 10 
Comparing with the two averages of recalls and precisions, we found some unexpected 
results. Since the new retrieval strategy offered our system a 1.4 times higher average 
recall than the traditional strategy did, it means the new strategy helped our system 
retrieve more relevant documents. Based on the theory, the new strategy was also 
supposed to bring the system the side-effect that more irrelevant documents were 
retrieved at the same time. In other words, the new retrieval strategy was theoretically 
expected to perform an obvious lower precision value than the traditional strategy did. 
However, the evaluation results were in the contrary situation: the average precision of 
the new strategy was even slightly higher than the precision of the traditional strategy. It 
was because during the experiment, our system retrieved 0 relevant documents for some 
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questions by using the traditional strategy. It means the traditional strategy performed 0 
precision values while answering those questions. These situations then remarkably 
decreased the traditional strategy’s average precision value. However, even if the new 
retrieval strategy leaded our system retrieved more not only the relevant documents but 
also the irrelevant ones; it still made sure there were at least some relevant documents 
retrieved so that the most precision values were bigger than 0. This was the reason our 
new document retrieval strategy performed a better recall value without losing the 
precision value comparing with the traditional strategy. Overall, our new document 
retrieval strategy helps our QA system retrieve more relevant documents to the question 
and same or less irrelevant documents than the traditional strategy dose.  
As our QA system not only retrieves related documents but also ranks them for the users, 
it is not fair to evaluate it with the precision formula explained above. In the traditional 
precision formula, the number of retrieved relevant documents is divided by the total 
number of retrieved documents. From the uses’ perspective, this precision describes the 
users’ efforts which are spent on finding all the relevant documents among the entire 
retrieved documents. The users spend fewer efforts if the precision is higher. To the 
systems which do not rank the retrieved documents, the traditional precision formula is 
the proper way to evaluate the systems’ precisions since the total number of entire 
retrieved documents is the number of documents the users have to go through to make 
sure they have viewed all the relevant documents. But for the systems like ours which 
presents the ranked retrieved documents in a descending order based on their similarities 
to the users’ questions, users stop reading the retrieved documents after they have found 
the last relevant document. Thus, they only need to read parts of the retrieved documents 
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in the ranked order to get the answers they need. Therefore, based on April and Scott’s 
work [70], we have designed a new strategy to calculate the precision which also 
considers the ranks of the retrieved relevant documents from the users’ perspective.    
 
This new precision calculation strategy makes sure our system get a higher precision if 
and only if our system have successfully retrieved all the relevant documents it is 
supposed to retrieve. When it retrieves all the relevant documents, the number of 
retrieved documents the users have to go through is equal to the lowest rank of the 
New Strategy of Calculating Precision 
 IF : all the relevant documents in the collection have been retrieved by the 
system  
 THEN: 
o Save the lowest rank of the relevant documents in the retrieved 
documents  
o Calculate the precision of the retrieval as: 
precision= 
                                      
                                          
 
 ELSE: 
o Calculate the precision of the retrieval as: 
precision= 
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relevant documents. If the system only retrieves parts of the relevant documents, the 
users have to read the entire retrieved documents to realize that some relevant documents 
are missing. Then we use the original precision formula to calculate the precision value 
of this case. 
Based on the new strategy for calculating the precision, we have had a group of new 
precision values shown in Figure 11. Same with the two figures introduced above, the 
real line with diamond markers represents the new precisions of the new retrieval strategy 
which carefully expands the question; the dotted line with triangle markers denotes the 
precisions of the traditional strategy which searches the documents with the original 
query. The average of the new precisions of our new strategy was about 0.081. The 
average of the new precisions produced by the traditional retrieval strategy was around 
0.07. There was an obvious increase from the original average precisions to the new 
calculated average precisions. It was because when our system had successfully retrieved 
all of relevant documents in the collection for some questions; it also ranked them with 
the higher ranks. The users then did not need to go through the entire retrieved documents 
to read all the relevant documents. They stopped checking the documents at the lowest 
rank of the relevant documents. Thus, the new precision should be higher since the 
number of retrieved documents the users read was less than the total number of retrieved 
documents.  
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Figure 11 
Based on the recalls and the new precisions we calculated while answering those 35 
questions with the local document collection. Our new document retrieval strategy which 
expands the search queries with the snippets of their related web pages performed 
remarkably better retrieval results than the traditional document retrieval strategy did. 
The new strategy’s expected lower precision as the trade-off of its higher recall did not 
appear since it made sure the system retrieve at least parts of the relevant documents back 
to the users. On the contrary, the traditional document strategy made the system to be 
over precise during the retrieval that none of relevant documents were searched in some 
cases. Furthermore, as both of the document retrieval strategies are the term-based search 
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strategies which means as long as a document shares at least one common term with the 
question it will be retrieved, the higher recalls and the lower precisions are expected [70]. 
For the users who search a particular type of information such as the medical knowledge 
and the law cases in our system, the higher recall helps them find what they need 
eventually. The lower precision does not bother them much since they have to find the 
information they need no matter how long it takes.  
Furthermore, we designed and conducted this evaluation to test the improvement of our 
new document retrieval strategy. During the ranking process, we did not use the MCCSM 
since the documents in the collection were not extracted from the related web pages. 
There were no corresponding web pages’ ranks to use to estimate the qualities of the 
local documents. We could not use the documents’ length as one of the factors to rank the 
retrieved documents since they did not use to be the paragraphs on some web pages. 
Thus, the evaluation results discussed above only describe the retrieval ability and 
improvement of our new document search strategy.    
11.2 Evaluation on Overall Performance  
Therefore, we have also designed another evaluation to test the whole performance of our 
QA system with the new retrieval and ranking strategies. There were two reasons we did 
not test the ranking algorithm MCCSM alone and compare the result with the CCSM’s. 
First of all, it is because of the two modifications made in the MCCSM. One of them is 
adding their corresponding web pages’ ranks into the similarity measurement to rank the 
retrieved documents. Another one is considering the length of each document during the 
ranking. As they were explained in the candidate answer ranking section, we treat those 
two new factors: web page rank and document length as two necessary but not the most 
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important factors while calculating and ranking the similarity between each retrieved 
document and the question. The common terms and their weights shared by the retrieved 
documents with the question are still the key indicators determining the similarities. 
Therefore, in the new MCCSM formula, we carefully added those two new factors with 
the reductions of their powers to let them not affecting the similarity value dramatically. 
Because of these power reductions, the affections of those two new factors are harder to 
be detected separately during the evaluation to compare to the original CCSM’s result.  
Another reason we did not test the improvements of MCCSM separately in the next 
evaluation is the redundancy of the Internet [66]. As our system sends the users’ 
questions to the Google search engine to acquire their related web pages as our 
knowledge resource, there is not only one correct answer extracted from the web pages. 
All the similar and correct answers are distributed into the different documents in our 
collection. Even though our new MCCSM produces the same candidate answers with the 
different ranks comparing with the traditional CCSM, it is possible that the MCCSM’s 
correct answers’ highest rank is equal to the highest rank produced by the CCSM. This 
possibility will lead us an inconspicuous evaluation result between the MCCSM and 
CCSM.  
Therefore, we decided to evaluate the overall performance of our QA system instead. 
However, it does not mean we were denying the improvement of the MCCSM. On the 
contrary, we believe our QA system could produce the evaluation results below mostly 
because of the contribution of the MCCSM.  
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We submitted 50 questions which are written in natural English from the Text REtrieval 
Conference
2
 (TREC) to our QA system in order to evaluate its overall performance. 
TREC offers numbers of different workshops to help researchers evaluate their 
information retrieval systems and compare the results with others’. There are professional 
scientists in the TREC who carefully design some different document collections and 
questions for the different research areas of information retrieval. Since we were going to 
evaluate our QA system’s ability of improving the retrieval of information on the 
Internet, in other words, the ability of answering questions with the online information, 
we only used the questions and their standard answers from the TREC. We did not import 
the corresponding document collection into the system as the knowledge resource. To 
answer each question, our system dynamically built the document collection, retrieved 
and ranked the relevant documents from the collection. During the evaluation, we 
manually went through each group of the retrieved documents that our system produced. 
We searched the documents which contained the correct answer and recorded the highest 
rank those documents had for each question. The result is shown in Figure 12. 
                                                          
2
 http://trec.nist.gov/ 
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Figure 12 
In Figure, the X axis represents the index of each question. The Y axis denotes each 
highest rank of the correct documents in the candidate answer to the each question. 
Apparently, most of the highest ranks were around 1 to 2. The average of the highest rank 
was 2.18. That means we usually found the first correct answer to the question in the top 
2 to 3 documents after we submitted the question to our system. 
Based on the result of this evaluation, it has been proved that the users who ask questions 
to our system will find the correct answers after they read the top 2 to 3 candidate 
answers provided by our system. In other words, our system is able to answer the users’ 
questions in the top 2 to 3 candidate answers it retrieved back. As it was explained in the 
document preparation section, each document in our collection contains one text 
paragraph extracted from its related web page. It means the top 2 to 3 candidate answers 
the users need to go through to find their expected answers were the 2 to 3 paragraphs on 
the corresponding web pages. Comparing to the users who directly use the web page 
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search engines to search their questions and go though several web pages to look for the 
answers, our QA system’s users usually need to read only 2 to 3 paragraphs of texts to 
find the expected answers. Thus, our QA system has successfully improved the retrieval 
of the online information by reducing the users’ searching efforts. This result also proves 
Jimmy and Boris’ opinion [65] that to improve the search result of the web search 
engines, we can use some simple and affordable information retrieval techniques to 
produce a better search result. This evaluation result will help us set a threshold on the 
candidate answers for further reducing the users’ reading and raising the quality of the 
users’ experience eventually.   
Finally, the reason we did not set an evaluation for our novel query refinement is that the 
improvements made by this step mostly depends on the users’ knowledge. These are their 
choices to refine their queries for a better search results. An objective evaluation is not 
suitable for this subjective refinement.  
12. Conclusion  
In this paper, we have introduced and explained our QA system which was designed for 
improving the retrieval of information on the Internet. Several modified and improved 
algorithms were embedded into this system in order to attain this goal. In this section, we 
are going to summary the functions and the performances of the main components in our 
system and also have an overall conclusion of this complete system. 
The initial motivation of our QA system was based on the web search engines’ search 
process and results. The users submit their questions to those web search engines in order 
to search some useful answers. The search results they receive are mostly the lists of 
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ranked links which lead them to some related web pages according to their questions. The 
users then have to click on those links and go through the corresponding web pages until 
they find the answers they need. In some worse cases, they even have to follow more 
links on the related web pages to track the answer. Based on the evaluation we made on 
the Google search engine, three of the top five web pages on the average directly 
answered our test questions. That means the users need to go into average two web pages 
to find the expected answers. Thus, the users are required to pay more efforts on the 
answer searching. And these web page link following and web page browsing reduce the 
quality of the users’ answer searching experiences.  
To improve these online information retrieval results, we have designed a QA system 
which directly represents the answers to the users based on the questions they ask. In 
order to deal with the users’ questions written in natural English on the unlimited topics, 
our QA system dynamically connects to the Google search engine to access the abundant 
online information. Specifically, it receives a question from a user and sends it to the 
Google search engine as a piece of web search query each time. The Google search 
engine helps the system search for some related web pages based on the received search 
query and sends their links back. Based on those searched web links, our QA system 
visits each corresponding web page and extracts its text content. During the text 
extraction, the texts are downloaded based on their original paragraph structure on each 
web page. In other words, our system downloads all the text paragraphs on the related 
web pages to build up a temporary document collection as the knowledge resource for the 
received question. Furthermore, the system utilizes the Information Retrieval technology 
to retrieve parts of the documents in the collection which are relevant to the question and 
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presents them back to the users as the candidate answers. During the document retrieval 
process, each document in the collection is determined by our system based on the 
common terms it shares with the question. If a document shares at least one common 
word with the question, it will be treated as a relevant document and sent back to the user 
as one of the candidate answers.  
In order to efficiently locate and detect the terms contained by each documents in the 
collection during the common term matching process, our system indexes the entire 
document collection after they were extracted from the related web pages. During the 
indexing process, the system creates the term vectors to store the identical terms and the 
documents in which they appear individually. By the help of this index, the system does 
not have to go through entire collection each time to find the documents which contain 
the one or more common terms with the question. It simply checks the index terms at 
once, as long as there is a term matches with the term in the user’s question, the 
documents’ information of which this term occurs in will be detected and those 
documents then will be easily retrieved back.  
During the term matching talked above, to avoid the type of situations which our system 
treats the terms “walk” and “walked” as two different terms, we have implemented the 
term stemming strategy into the document indexing process. Each detected term in the 
document will be first stemmed based on a list of English stems. For example, the term 
“knowledge” will be stemmed as “know” and saved as the same stem with the other 
terms such as “knew”, “knowing”, “known”, etc. The information of the documents 
which contain all those terms will be saved together under the stem “know”. Same with 
the document term stemming, the users’ questions are also processed by the stemming 
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strategy before the common term matching. Thus, the term “known” in the use’s question 
can be matched with the documents which contain the terms “knew”, “knowing”, etc. 
Therefore, our system is able to retrieve more relevant documents to the question.  
However, matching more documents is not the ultimate goal of our system, matching the 
proper documents to the questions is. Based on the document retrieval strategy our QA 
system used, as long as a document shares one common term with the question, it will 
definitely be retrieved back to the user as a member of the candidate answers. Even the 
documents which only share the high-frequency terms such as “in”, “of”, “at”, etc. with 
the questions will still be treated as the relevant documents during the retrieval. 
Therefore, to reduce the disturbances of those high-frequency terms, our system ignores 
them during the document indexing based on a list of English high-frequency terms. 
Thus, even if the users’ questions still include those terms, they will not be matched since 
there are not such terms existing in the document index. This step was designed to solve 
the sensitivity of the original document retrieval strategy so that our system is able to 
retrieve less irrelevant documents back to the users.  
By the help of our term-based document retrieve strategy which has been integrated with 
the term stemming algorithm and the high-frequency term elimination, our QA system is 
able to narrow down the Google search results for the users based on their questions. 
Instead of visiting and viewing several web pages to search for the useful information, 
the users who use our system only need to read a small number of retrieved documents 
which used to be the paragraphs on the corresponding web pages. Thus, our QA system 
carefully selects parts of the text contents from the related web pages and presents them 
to the users to reduce their readings.   
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Moreover, we have also noticed that the semantic information was unacceptably missing 
during the document retrieval process. For example: our system could not retrieve the 
document “Artificial intelligence is the intelligence of machines and robots and the 
branch of computer science that aims to create it” to the question “what is AI” since there 
is no common term shared by those two documents. Therefore, we have designed and 
embedded a new search strategy based on Mehran and Timothy’s document retrieval 
strategy [63] into our system.  
We first proved that Mehran and Timothy’s strategy is not suitable for the systems which 
deal with the dynamic document collections. Based on their theory, to detect the semantic 
connection between two documents which do not share the common terms together, a 
system needs to expanse those two documents first with more related terms. Thus, the 
possibility of sharing the common terms will be remarkably increased from the value of 0 
since more terms are added into those two documents. The two expansions of those two 
documents are made by sending them to the Google search engine separately and 
searching for their related web pages as the expansion materials. Because of the Google 
search engine offers the searched web page snippets which contain several segments 
matched to the search query, Mehran and Timothy use those snippets to expanse the 
documents. Thus, those two documents will be added with some high related terms 
coming from their related web page snippets. After the expansions, those two documents 
may share a few common terms and be matched during the document retrieval.  
Therefore, Mehran and Timothy’s theory solves the semantic information missing 
situation of the traditional term-based document retrieval strategy with the simple but 
powerful expansions. However, it requires the systems expanse each documents in their 
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collections for matching with the future questions. They have to send each document in 
their collection to the Google search engine to acquire the web page snippets as the 
expansion materials. For the systems which deal with the static document collections, 
they can follow this scenario and expand their documents at once before the answer 
retrieval. Then they only need to expanse the coming questions with the Google search 
engine each time before they are retrieving the related documents. But for the systems 
which are implemented with the dynamic document collections like ours, this search 
strategy is not affordable. Since a dynamic document collection constantly updates its 
document members, the new imported documents have to be expanded before matching 
with the new search queries. In our case, the system builds a completely new document 
collection based on each new question it receives. The average number of documents 
saved in our collection each time is around 350. It means our system has to send 350 
documents to the Google search engine as the search queries to expanse each of them for 
the new question. Apparently, it is too expensive to accept. We also have proved the 
expansion of our document collection may lead the result that more irrelevant documents 
are retrieved since there are implicit connections between the question and our original 
documents in the collection.  
Based on these two proves, we decided to only expand the users’ questions each time 
since our system sends them to the Google search engine and receives their related web 
page snippets based on our original strategy. Based on the new expanded questions, the 
system then is able to retrieve the more relevant documents in the collection. Based on 
our evaluations, by using this new modified and improved document retrieval strategy, 
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our QA system is able to produce a 1.5 times better candidate answers than the traditional 
strategy is.       
We have also successfully implemented a new candidate answer ranking strategy in our 
system. In most cases, the users who submitted their questions to our QA system will 
receive a group of candidate answers back. They have to review each of the candidate 
answers until they find their expected information. Those candidate answers were 
retrieved by the system based on the common terms they share with the corresponding 
questions. Some of them contain much more related information with the question, others 
contain less. Our system ranks them based on the similarity between each of them and the 
received question. The ranked candidate answers will be presented to the users in the 
descending order of their similarity. The users then are able to view the answers with the 
better qualities first and find the correct answer earlier than going through the entire 
unranked candidate answers.  
To implement this document similarity calculation, we first utilized the original CCSM 
formula which involves two main variables: the Term Frequency and the Inverse 
Document Frequency. Those two factors describe each term in the document index as 
how important it is not only in a specific document but also in the whole collection. We 
defined the described importance of a term as the weight of this term. Based on the 
combination of those two factors, the same term can have different weights in different 
documents since it occurs different times in each of them. An important term described 
by both of the factors should appear more in a particular document but less in the entire 
collection. Therefore, a retrieved potential document is evaluated by our system based on 
the common terms it contains with the question and the weights of those terms. A higher 
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similarity value a document gets means this document is more related to the question. It 
then should be ranked higher in the candidate answer list to help the user find the 
expected answer as soon as possible.  
Furthermore, based on the specialty of the documents in our collection, we have modified 
the original CCSM with two more variables. Since the documents were extracted from 
the web pages which were searched and ranked by the Google search engine based on the 
users’ questions, the rank information then indicates the quality of both the web pages 
and the text contents they contain. The Google search engine gives a higher rank to a web 
page means this web page is more related to the search question. Thus, the text content in 
this web page is supposed to be more relevant to the question as well and has a bigger 
possibility to answer it. Therefore, our system saves the ranks of the searched web pages 
each document was downloaded from and used them into the similarity evaluation. A 
document, which came from a web page which got higher rank from the Google search 
engine based on the question, will be evaluated with a bigger similarity value. Moreover, 
our system predicts the qualities of the candidate answers in the way that a bigger 
document contains more relevant information. It is because the documents in our 
collection used to be the text paragraphs on the web pages. Based the feature of the 
online web pages, a longer paragraph has a bigger possibility to contain more important 
information to the search query. Therefore, the bigger documents will be attached with a 
higher similarity value and shown with a higher rank in the candidate answer list. Finally, 
since these two new variables are not the key factors affect the documents’ similarities, 
we have reduced their affect abilities in the modified CCSM.      
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With the help of the similarity evaluations, the users receive a list of ranked candidate 
answers each time after they submit a question. They are expected to find the correct and 
useful information as early as possible. Our system then can be defined as reducing more 
readings of the users after narrowing the web pages reading into the paragraphs reading. 
Based on the evaluation of the system’s overall performance, our QA system is able to 
answer the test questions with the top 2 to 3 retrieved documents on the average. That 
means only two to three paragraphs are needed to be viewed by the users who are looking 
for their answers. The conclusion has been easily made that our QA system has 
remarkably improved the retrieval of the information on the Internet.  
To further improve the quality of the online information retrieval and the users’ search 
experience, we have also expanded our QA system with a novel query refinement 
component. It offers the users an opportunity to refine their queries in three simple steps 
to receive the better search results. Comparing to the Google search engine’s advanced 
search, there are a few improvements made. First of all, our system shows the users their 
previews search results while they are following the first step of the query refinement: 
reediting the question. From the previews search result, the users will have the deeper 
understandings about the powers of the terms in their original questions and make clearer 
and stronger questions this time. The users can also emphasize some of the terms in their 
questions which they think are more important during the retrieval by assigning numeric 
weights to them from 1 to 10.  A term which is attached with a higher weight in the 
question will give the higher ranks to the documents which are related to it. The question 
term weighting refinement does not change the members of the candidate answers but 
their ranks. The last step of the query refinement is the Boolean query binding. The users 
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can create a Boolean “NOT” query and bind it to the question for restricting the search 
result. The terms which are added in the Boolean “NOT” query will lead the result that 
the documents which contain some of those terms will not be shown in the ranked 
candidate answers. It is a powerful binding query the users can use to further filter the 
search results.  
Those three steps of the query refinement effectively affect the members and the ranks of 
the future candidate answers. However, they are not mandatory to the users to use. 
Different combinations of them lead the users to the different search results. Since the 
refinement is mainly based on the users’ subjective opinions, we did not design and 
accomplish an objective evaluation on it. But we still strongly believe the specialty and 
the affectivity of this query refinement.  
Thus, comparing to the Google search result which is a group of ranked web page links, 
our QA system has successfully helped the users narrow down the answer result into 
fewer related documents which used to be the parts of the paragraphs on the 
corresponding web pages. The users do not have to follow the web page links and browse 
the web pages in order to find the expected answers. Instead, they only need to directly 
read some retrieved documents. Furthermore, by ranking the similarity of the retrieved 
documents with the users’ questions, our system has further reduced the users’ readings 
into a small number of paragraphs. The improvement of the Internet information retrieval 
made by our system is clearly remarkable.  
During the system designing, we have also modified and improved two traditional 
algorithms in the information retrieval area based on our case. We utilized Mehran and 
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Timothy’s simple and powerful document retrieval strategy as the basic concept and 
designed our own strategy to detect the semantic information in the document collection. 
The modified and improved strategy helps our system retrieve more semantically relevant 
documents with an acceptable time cost. With the deep understanding of the documents 
in our collection, we have also imported two new factors into the traditional CCSM to 
better rank the retrieved relevant documents for the users to view. Finally, the designing 
of the advanced search in our QA system based on the users’ perspectives helps them 
build the more robust search queries to retrieve the better groups of candidate answers.  
Our system is a complete and functioning QA system. But there are still some spaces for 
us to improve in the future. So far, our system has been able to locate the correct answers 
in some retrieved short documents. As one of the future works, those retrieved documents 
can be broke down into sentences and only potential sentences will be combined together 
to compose the only one formal answer the users receive. Theoretically, this approach 
will involve the document clustering technique which is able to detect the qualified 
documents in the database and carefully combine them into a more complete answer 
based on the search question. It will help to further reduce the users’ readings and raise 
the precision of the system eventually.  
Since our system connects the Google search engine to receive and improve its search 
result. More search options such as the specific web site search can be offered to the 
users in the future. Our system can be designed to restrict the Google search engine to 
only search the information in some specified web pages based on the users’ choices.  
Thus, the relevant documents extracted from a small number of web pages instead of the 
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whole internet will increase the relevance of the future retrieved documents to the users’ 
questions.   
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APPENDICES  
Appendix A 
A Report on Google Search Engine 
Google as the most popular web searching engine is helping millions of users everyday with their 
various questions and interests. This report represents how Google search engine works based on 
three main tasks it accomplishes of. Unfortunately, core algorithms Google is utilizing with still 
understandingly are business secrets. Therefore, this report only refers to the general ideas and 
principles those algorithms are created based on.         
1. Web Crawling  
For the huge number of web pages on the Internet, Google needs to download every single one in 
term of covering all information users may need of. The procedural of downloading pages in a 
certain order in case of missing some of them is called web crawling. And the software that does 
this job is called web crawler. Since most of the web pages connect with others, this web crawler 
can be imagined as a spider walking on the spider web while collecting the information in the 
same time.  
As matter of fact, Googlebot is the web crawler robot Google is using. It comprised of lots of 
computers to request and fetch different web pages simultaneously. This is how Google detects 
and saves documents through millions of web pages efficiently. Furthermore, Googlebot also 
considers about the visiting capacity of a web server. It usually sends requests to a server more 
slowly than its limit speed in case of the server is overwhelmed and dead for that.     
As mentioned above, web crawler works like a spider though each page. Those web pages can be 
thought as different nodes which are highly connected. Therefore, mapping an efficient route 
through all web pages is crucial to a web crawler. Googlebot crawls with URLs and internal links. 
URLs usually indicate front pages and internal links help crawler find subpages. Googlebot is not 
a text based web crawler. Thus, there is no depth search or width search strategy. Instead, it more 
considers about how to keep data fresh (up to date).  
Updating database is another biggest challenge Google deals with. The engineer in Google found 
that completely updating the database once a while does not work with the high speed of 
information growth. Therefore, they only update popular websites like news website constantly 
based on how often they get changed; there are more documents which works permanently are 
only saved once in the database of Google without updating again in a near future. They call this 
strategy as a fresh crawling.       
2. Document Indexing  
Google indexes downloaded documents from web crawler. This indexing process is seen as 
inversing the format of a document. Each word of documents is marked with the documents 
names. Therefore, a word may have different document numbers indicating different documents it 
belongs to. For example, the name: Bill Gates are indexed separately in different documents. 
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When Google receives a query asking about Bill Gates, it go though two indexing catalogues: Bill 
and Gates and compares the documents number in those two catalogues. Only documents with 
the number appearing both in Bill and Gates stack will be returned to users.         
There are also certain words Google does not index with. Words which do not have a “real” 
meaning like: what, the, in, with, or are defined as stop words. Those stop words are not indexed 
by Google because they do not help with future searching.   
3. Keyword Searching  
Yes, Google still uses keyword searching. And Google has its own trademarked page ranker to 
rank the relevant pages for users. Unfortunately, no deeper details of core algorithms Google uses 
to deal with questions with nature language format and mapping them into documents are 
searchable through the internet. They are understandingly high business secrets of Google. 
However, it is known that there are around 200 factors involved into Googles’s algorithms. Those 
facts showing below are considered by google: 
• Popularity of the page: how many links it is linked by other pages and how many links it 
link to others.  
• The position, size and distance of the searching terms in the page: more close those key 
words are set a document, this document is more likely being placed in the top of the list.  
• How long the Web page has existed: a newer (more updated) web page is more desirable 
than elder web pages. 
Google also applies machine-learning techniques to improve its performance automatically by 
learning relationships and associations within stored data.  
Since Google indexes HTML code rather than the text on the page, users can restrict searches on 
the basis of where query words appear. This function is included in Google advanced search. 
Once users get their first searching results back, they will have more chances to narrow the results 
based on the facts like: language, region, file type, etc. 
Appendix B 
A Report on Searching “How-To” Questions with Google Searching Engine 
BACKGROUND 
Nowadays, web search engines have been developed into some quick, accurate and powerful 
tools for people to search their interested topics. Google search engine is probably the most 
popular search engine in the last 5 years. As the influence of Google, users are used to search 
their varied questions with it and eager to find the best answers in a shortest time.         
EXPERIMENT PURPOSE 
Acquiring a general idea about how accurate and direct the searching results which are given by 
Google search engine are and which facts affect the quality of answers. 
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PROCESS  
In this experiment, we used 20 “how-to” questions and searched the answers of them on Google 
Search engine. We only check top 5 web pages showing on the list. The pages were classified 
into two types: useful answers and direct answers. Useful answers are web pages which give 
users the answers eventually. However, users may need to click and go through several more 
links from there. Direct answers are answers users can find directly from the first page they 
entered in. No more links and searching needed.           
Also, as a profit aspect, Google pops up some websites in the top of the searching list as 
advertisements. Those websites may not be the best match of the queries users just typed in. They 
are shown in the top of the list only because those websites pay Google for this position for 
gaining more attentions.  
We considerate this situation in our results since most of users may not distinguish those 
commercial websites and regard them as the best match. This certainly affects the efficiency they 
are getting the answers.  
Figure 1 showing below is the experiment result: 
Question  
Searching 
Time 
Number of 
Results  
Ad 
Pages 
Useful 
Answers 
Direct 
Answers 
How to tie a tie? 0.34 sec 262,000,000 0 5 3 
How to write a cover letter? 0.26 sec 65,200,000 1 5 2 
How to download YouTube 
Videos? 0.27 sec 3,850,000,000 0 5 5 
How to ride a hose? 0.26 sec 43,800,000 2 3 3 
How to kiss? 0.28 sec 672,000,000 0 5 3 
How to apply for OSAP? 0.39 sec 138,000 0 4 3 
How to value a business? 0.35 sec 955,000,000 3 3 3 
How to use Siri? 0.25 sec 53,800,000 0 4 3 
How to eat healthy? 0.37 sec  105,000,000 3 3 2 
How to overcome shyness? 0.19 sec 518,000 2 3 3 
How to open RAR files? 0.26 sec 11,200,000 1 5 3 
How to quit smoking? 0.35 sec 42,100,000 3 5 1 
How to lose weight? 0.42 sec 233,000,000 3 3 2 
How to poach an egg? 0.27 sec 1,130,000 1 5 4 
How to love? 0.27 sec 5,680,000,000 0 1 1 
How to negotiate salary? 0.26 sec 12,300,000 0 5 5 
How to draw? 0.29 sec 742,000,000 0 5 0 
How to flirt? 0.24 sec 96,100,000 0 4 4 
How to increase metabolism? 0.28 sec 39,800,000 0 5 5 
How to memorise spellings? 0.35 sec 2,440,000 0 5 4 
Average 0.29 sec 643,376,300 0.95 4.15 2.95 
Figure 1 
* A webpage gives a direct answer is considered as a useful webpage as well. 
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* Advertisements in the top of the searching results are counted as top 5 web pages in our 
experiments.         
RESULTS 
In the general case, we found 3 pages (60%) giving the direct answers in the top 5 pages showing 
in the searching results. 4 pages (80%) give useful information about the question users ask. Also, 
the number of advertisement webpage being popped up at the top of the results by Google is 1.  
During the whole experiment, we found there were several facts affect the quality of answers 
users get.  
1. If the subject users ask for is more “instruct-able”, they probably get more specific answers or 
steps of instructions. For example, question “how to tie a tie” gets more direct answers from 
Google than question “how to love” since love is not a skill to learn. 
2. If the subject is more specific, there is a bigger possibility for users to get direct answers. For 
example, question “how to poach an egg” has more direct answers than question “how to draw”. 
We need to make more choices in the web pages about painting to narrow the results of which 
kinds of picture you want to draw.  
3. If the subject is more popular recently, users will get more useful web pages than some 
unpopular questions. For example: question “how to write a cover letter” gets more useful web 
pages than question “how to value business”. 
4.  The advertisement web pages affect the quality of answers a lot. Most of users do not know 
they are just some advertisements and regard them as the best match for their answers. Thus, this 
kind of websites gets more visitations. But the truth is, most of them are only relevant with the 
quires and they cannot offer user a direct answer.  
Additionally, even the web pages give direct answers. Most of them have a few distracting 
advertisements in the middle of the answers. It is not easy and efficient for users to follow the 
instructions. Most of users describe this situation as “annoying”.     
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